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Rose reminds Visitors: 
$3.2 million cut possible 
ToddBosa 
stcffwriter 
Although JMU has gone through 
some difficult times already with the 
budget cuts, more cuts could be on the 
horizon. Dr. Linwood Rose, vice 
president of administration and finance 
reminded the Board of Visitors at its 
meeting Friday. 
As announced at the end of the 
General Assembly session, the state 
will cut 6.5 percent from JMU's 
general funds if state revenues are still 
falling in August — and then JMU 
would lose about $2 million for its 
academic programs. 
In the last eight months, JMU's 
general fund has been reduced three 
times, resulting in a net reduction of 
$3.6 million from an original 
appropriation of over $36 million. 
Rose said. The general fund is the 
primary source of revenue for the 
university, comprising almost SO 
percent of JMU's revenue each year. 
The loss has been offset by 
well-publicized tuition surcharges as 
well as loans and grants from the 
auxiliary budget, he said. 
"There are lots of reasons to believe 
state revenue will continue to drop," 
Rose said — which would force the 
newest cut of $2 mil lion. 
To prepare for this possibility, JMU 
has prepared two separate budgets, one 
taking into account this possible loss 
of revenue. University departments 
have been instructed to plan for the 
worst case. 
"What we will do is go ahead and 
allocate our present funds in July and 
freeze 6.5 percent of the money," Rose 
said. "Then we will wait until August 
to see what happens. If the cuts don't 
take place, then we will release the 
money to be spent. 
"We are not being hit as hard by the 
cuts as are other institutions because 
JMU ran a pretty lean machine to 
begin with," Rose added. 
But despite all the talk about lack of 
funding, JMU has received many 
program enhancements for the next 
school year. In February, the General 
Assembly gave JMU an additional 
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Freshman Brian Sites enjoys playing croquet on the Quad yesterday. 
Other single-sex schools react to VMI lawsuit 
Kiran Krishnamurthy & 
stqffwriters 
As Virginia Military Institute battles to defend its 
male-only admissions policy against the U.S. Justice 
Department in federal district court this week, private 
and public school administrators and students are 
arguing pros and cons of letting women in the 
barracks. 
Academic environment 
VMI senior J.A. Apostle said an education at VMI 
is more focused and disciplined than those of other 
schools because cadets have fewer distractions. 
"I got into JMU, but if I went there I'd probably be 
a frat rat - nothing against frats," Apostle said. "I 
would have been a sloth. I had to get self-discipline." 
VMI junior David Womack said he chose VMI for 
its reputation. 
"It's got a reputation for producing leaders, the 
citizen soldier, within the state and nationwide," 
Womack said. "The drawback is you don't get some 
of the competition you would at a coed school." 
Kimberly Woods, a sophomore at Virginia's 
privately-supported, all-female Mary Baldwin 
College, said education there is markedly different 
from the coeducational experience. 
"Classroom discussions can be one-sided [at Mary 
Baldwin] and there's always more than one side to an 
issue," said Woods, who transferred to Mary Baldwin 
VMI page 2 
Last week in the VMI trial: 
• Dr. Clifton Conrad, a higher education 
professor at the University of Wisconsin, testified 
for the government that coeducation would not 
mean the end of VMI but the start of change. 
• VMI officials testified about 350 females have 
written to the school in the past two years 
inquiring about its admissions policy. 
• The government called Dr. Clark King, 
director of VMI's summer session, to testify about 
women's involvement in summer school. No 
changes in courses or facilities are made during the 
summer, he said. 
• Conrad praised VMI but said coeducation 
would bring viewpoints to improve education. 
• The trial will reconvene Monday. It is slated to 
continue for a minimum of two more days, but a 
judgment isn't expected for several weeks. 
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$200,000 for library acquisitions, 
increasing the total amount of money 
dedicated to acquisition to $1 million. 
JMU President Ronald Carrier was 
optimistic about this increase. "When 
we get this electronic library built, 
students will be able to access 
information all around the country. 
They will be able to download some of 
the sources instantaneously, while 
waiting a maximum of three days for 
any information to be delivered." 
JMU will continue to fund teaching 
and research promotions as normal, 
Rose said. "I don't think it's fair to 
make these deserving promotions wait, 
so we will fund these from the general 
operations fund." 
VMI 
Funds have also been allotted for 
equipment purchases in 
newly-renovated Burruss Hall, and 
$195,000 has been allotted for 
planning for the new College of 
Applied Science and Technology. 
Also, the women's soccer team will 
receive three additional scholarships, 
the shuttle bus service has been 
expanded to include service to the 
Convocation center, a wing of the 
Health center will be air-conditioned 
for the first time, and a new mainframe 
computer will be added to the library. 
An allocation of $250,000 also was 
made to expand the student weight 
room in Godwin Hall. "We are going 
to convert an unused men's locker 
room over the summer," Carrier said. 
Also at the meeting: 
• The Board discussed a General 
Assembly bill that more than doubled 
JMU's student aid money. JMU has 
received an additional $860,000 to be 
used for student aid. Rose said. 
Presently, JMU has about $820,000 
for such purposes. 
Dr. Al Menard, acting vice president 
for student affairs, said with this 
additional money, the financial aid 
office has been able to offer 127 full 
tuition scholarships to incoming 
freshmen for 1991-92, as compared to 
zero such scholarships offered for 
1990-91 incoming freshmen. This also 
means the average amount of student 
aid will rise from a present figure of 
$1,000 per student to about $2,000 
next year. 
• The Finance and Physical 
development committee passed 
resolutions to expand the Warren 
Campus Center to include more 
meeting rooms, to build a new 
residence hall named after Charles 
Wampler, Jr., and to expand food 
services in Chandler hall. 
"With the opening of the Business 
building, we will have more students 
and faculty in a relatively isolated area 
of the campus," Carrier said. "Because 
of this, we felt the need to expand 
Chandler food services to meet this 
need." 
• The Board of Visitors approved a 
resolution to make the Athletic 
Committee, presently an ad hoc 
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after attending the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill and Appalachian State University. 
Still, "Some girls [in a coeducational setting] are 
intimidated to talk in front of guys in class," she said. 
"But here it all comes out." 
Jenie Addleton, Mary Baldwin's director of news and 
editorial services, said she sees only the pluses of 
attending a women's college. 
"Research shows there are advantages for women [at 
single sex schools] and that's our opinion," Addleton 
said. 
"Apparently, self confidence declines when females 
enter adolescence and continues to decline through 
college," she said. "At Mary Baldwin we've seen a 
dramatic increase in the level of self-confidence from 
when they enter through graduation." 
Addleton cited several studies to support this 
assertion, including M. Elizabeth Tidball's report in 
the spring 1980 issue of Signs: Journal of Women in 
Culture and Society. 
The report indicated that graduates of women's 
colleges were more than twice as likely to receive 
doctoral degrees in the academic fields surveyed than 
women graduates of coeducational institutions. 
Tom Joynes, VMI's public information officer, said 
"Women's colleges continually say women do better 
learning in a single-sex environment" 
"We're not touching that issue at all," Joynes said. 
"We're just saying the opportunity should be there for 
men." 
Anita Garland, director of admissions at Virginia's 
privately-supported, all-male Hampden-Sydney 
College, agreed with Joynes. "I just hope that there 
will always be a single-sex option for all students, 
male or female," she said. 
The Citadel, a state-supported school located in 
South Carolina, also has a male-only admissions 
policy which could be affected by the outcome of the 
VMI case. 
Bed Legate, director of public relations at The 
Citadel, said, "It is a proven fact that at a 
single-gender school, academics are the main focus on 
campus." 
The Citadel is an institution which places a high 
emphasis on honor and a "zero tolerance" drug policy, 
placing it among the schools with the highest - 
"Our camaraderie would be 
difficult to have at a coed 




graduation rates in the nation, Legare said. 
Eric Storch, a Citadel freshman, said, "You 
definitely concentrate more on academics and there is 
not as much socializing, but you also have more 
room to succeed. You can't find that as much in a 
big, coed university. 
"The Citadel is a different school with a whole 
different environment," he said. "A lot happens and a 
student needs to keep an open mind at all times. A 
sense of humor definitely helps." 
Garland said "leadership and confidence are built up 
in each male" at Hampden-Sydney. 
Social scenes 
Students at single-sex colleges differ on opinions 
about their school's social life, saying it can be 
limited or beneficial. 
There aren't any girls [at VMI,]" Apostle said. 
"We don't know how to relate to them as well and a 
lot of times we can be pretty immature." 
Womack said, "There's definitely a lot more 
opportunity socially at a coed school." 
Woods said Mary Baldwin's social environment has 
its advantages and disadvantages. 
"When you meet guys in class, they're going to be 
your professors," she said. "But people know we're a 
girls' school. All the guys know where to come 
party." 
Storch said, "At The Citadel you have to go off 
campus if you want to do something socially. The 
only reason girls come to campus is for academic and 
religious activities." 
Garland said. The camaraderie is inherent in an 
all-male school, especially one like Hampden-Sydney 
that is 215 years old. The traditions, honor and sense 
of integrity are obvious here. Some students don't 
recognize it at first, but they eventually realize the 
intangible value later in their college years." 
Hampden-Sydney sophomore Frederic Smith said, 
"Our camaraderie would be difficult to have at a coed 
school — it's just like a brotherhood. This makes 
Hampden-Sydney a unique community, and they must 
be doing something right education-wise and 
socially." 
The campus is invigorating and very active on the 
weekends," Smith said. "We have strong interaction 
with girls during the week as well." 
"Even though we're one of the few all-male schools 
left, we haven't changed just because everyone else 
has," Smith said. "Don't exclude a single-sex school 
just because it isn't the norm." 
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Two arrested in fight 
at Godwin Hall dance 
Christy Mumford 
co-news editor 
Campus police arrested two non-students for 
breach of peace early Saturday morning after a 
fight broke out in Godwin Hall. 
Terry C. Carter of 914 Carriage House Lane, 
Largo, Maryland, and Keith Jordan of 2216 
Sherman Dr., Roanoke, Virginia, were arrested by 
campus police around 1 a.m. They were allegedly 
participating in a Tight that developed at a dance 
sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta sorority. Cadets 
stationed at the dance and four officers nearby 
responded 
Delta Sigma Theta closed the party voluntarily, 
and there were no reported injuries. 
Withdrawal of funds kills program 
BethPugh 
stqffwriter 
The International Internship Program has been 
canceled due to the withdrawal of state funding, 
according to Judy Cohen, coordinator of services for 
international education in Virginia. 
Cohen, in a letter sent to all of the 66 applicants 
last Thursday, stated, "With great regret 1 must write 
to let you know that Governor Wilder abolished state 
funding for the International Internship Program in 
his amended budget, voted on yesterday by the 
General Assembly. 
"With no resources available here at JMU or at 
participating institutions across the state, we have no 
choice but to shut down the program." 
Cohen said the internship program was one of the 
programs the state Senate was trying to save from 
budget cuts, but "no one has any faith that the final 
news will be good particularly because the House has 
already voted to accept the Governor's budget." 
Because the Senate would not vote on the package 
as a whole, the original budget the General Assembly 
voted on in February is before Wilder now. But still, 
JMU had its doubts about (he program's future. 
"We felt that realistically the program is not going 
to be saved and the most responsible thing to do is 
to let the applicants know the moment wc felt that 
was the real decision," Cohen said. 
JMU senior Kathryn Brown's plans for an 
internship in Madrid at the U.S. Embassy or at AT. 
Kearny Management Consultants are now canceled 
because of Wilder's decision. Brown already has sent a 
letter to Wilder telling him he is making a mistake 
by cutting the funds to this program. 
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JMU may see more cuts 
in next year's budget 
RotovnPavfe 
faculty senate reporter 
JMU President Ronald Carrier told 
the faculty senate Thursday that he was 
worried about the effects of a possible 
$3.2 million cut from the university's 
operating budget for next year. 
Virginia Gov. L. Douglas Wilder cut 
$1.2 million from JMU's budget in his 
proposed budget and may ask JMU to 
cut $2 million more. Carrier said. This 
cut may be necessary because a plan to 
impose faculty furloughs to save 
money was defeated. 
Carrier said two budgets are being 
compiled — one containing the 
already-certain $1.2 million cut from 
JMU's budget, the other with an 
additional $2 million cut JMU may 
have to take in August. The second 
budget will only be used in the event 
of falling revenues, Carrier said. 
To make up for some of the cuts, 
surcharges and fees have been added to 
tuition. To make up for that, more 
than double the usual amount of 
financial aid has been given to JMU, 
Carrier said 
"We are $6 million below where we 
were, and we still were not, what I 
considered, adequately funded," Carrier 
said. "In my judgement, what we need 
is an infusion of about $12 million 
into our educational and general 
budget order to accommodate, first of 
all, the faculty salary needs, the 
increase in position needs, the 
increased support needs, the library 
needs, and certainly the technology 
needs. 
"In the long term, higher education, 
in my opinion, has a lot of work to be 
done," Carrier said. "We are facing 
some severe financial needs in higher 
education. 
"One of the difficulties in 
encountering [the budget problems] is 
if you walk on this campus and you 
are not familiar with some of the size 
of classes ... the teaching loads . .. 
the advising loads and ... the 
committee loads, you'd draw the 
conclusion that this institution is not 
in financial trouble," Carrier said. 
"It looks nice and clean, well-taken 
care of — by-and-large people are 
friendly to each other and basically 
happy with each other. Quite frankly, 
you have to do that to keep 
applications strong," he said. 
Carrier also discussed the effects of 
the cuts on the Carrier library. "There 
has been a considerable amount of 
stress in our library budget, although I 
have not allowed the library to be cut," 
Carrier said. 
A bill allowing JMU to begin 
building a library addition in 
September failed in the Virginia Senate 
after passing in the House of 
Delegates. However, the General 
Assembly did give JMU an additional 
$200,000 for library acquisitions. 
Faculty hired at lower salaries than 
expected last fall will see raises in the 
next year, as well as faculty who are 
promoted. "While we are not able to 
MOT SCMMUEL/THE BREEZE 
JMU President Ronald Carrier speaks to the faculty senate. 
provide salary increases, we are making 
some accomodations to two groups 
that we had dealt with before," Carrier 
said. 
Carrier also announced graduate 
student Suzanne Lavinge has been 
chosen to serve on a committee formed 
by Gov. Wilder on substance abuse. 
The presidents of George Mason 
University, University of Virginia and 
Virginia State University also will 
serve on the committee. 
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Sophomore Michael Pfautz leads visitors on a tour around JMU. 
Student ambassadors win 
bid for national convention 
BethPugh 
stqjfwriter 
The JMU Student Ambassadors will 
host a Student Alumni 
Association/Student Foundation 
regional convention next February 
when 90 schools in District III of this 
national organization will be invited to 
"Toon" into JMU. 
The purpose of the theme is to lie in 
humor into leadership and stress how 
important it is to have a humorous 
outlook while in a leadership position. 
The bid committee selected this title to 
play on the word cartoon — something 
they plan to continue throughout the 
convention by naming activities after 
cartoons such as the "Green Eggs and 
Ham" breakfast and an "Under the Sea" 
banquet 
In order to be chosen to host the 
convention, the group had to prepare a 
detailed proposal and present it at the 
1991 District in SAA/SF convention 
held at the University of Louisville 
last February. 
"The proposal has to be as complete 
as it can be, which is really an 
experience to work with because you 
are working a year in advance," said 
junior Paula Harahan, president of 
J MU's student ambassadors. 
"I know what these people will be 
doing at 10:00 next year and I knew 
six months ago." 
The student ambassadors sent 22 
members to Louisville to campaign 
for the bid to get the next convention 
at JMU in 1992. 
"The main purpose is to have these 
bid presentations and elect where the 
convention is going to be next year," 
Harahan said. "The whole time we 
were there we were campaigning and 
trying to be the most spirited." 
In order to prepare for the bid, a 
committee was set up to plan an entire 
convention including a detailed 
itinerary and a set price that the 
ambassadors could not change if they 
were selected to hold the convention. 
Sophomore Kristy Orringer, 
chairwoman of the bid committee that 
later developed into the convention 
committee, said, "We have to get it 
down to a science of exactly what 
[convention goers] are going to do." 
Winning the bid for the convention 
was especially rewarding for the 
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JMU professor named as one 
of state's top faculty members 
BrookieDavte  
stqffwriter 
A JMU professor of Russian and French has been 
named one of Virginia's 11 Outstanding Faculty 
members. 
Dr. Elizabeth Neatxour said, "They wanted to give 
recognition to faculty members for their 
accomplishments. It is a great honor but I do accept 
with humility because I'm keenly aware of the talent, 
creativity, dedication and professionalism of my 
collegues here at JMU and throughout the state." 
These awards given on the basis of exemplary 
contributions to teaching, research and public service. 
"There are many outstanding professors, so I feel 
that I'm accepting this award on the behalf of many 
people," she said. 
Gordon Davies, director of the State Council of 
Higher Education in Virginia, said, The Outstanding 
Faculty Awards program recognizes excellent college 
and university faculty from the state-supported and 
independent institutions." 
Only 11 faculty members from eight colleges were 
selected from the 81 nominees from 37 colleges and 
universities. 
JMU nominated five faculty members for this 
award. Each college is allowed a number of nominees 
in proportion to the number of faculty they have. 
"In terms of receiving this award, I think I've had 
very generous support from my colleagues, from 
administration and from present and past students," 
Ncalrour said. 
In addition to a crystal art sculpture, each honorcc 
receives $5,000 cash awarded by the Virginia General 
Assembly. Neatrour will use her money to do 
research and to take her mother to Europe this 
summer. 
Neatrour originally is from New York but moved to 
Churchville during her high school years. She 
received her Bachelor of Arts from Mary Washington 
College. 
She then lived in Paris for a year on a Fulbright 
French government award. She earned a Certificate 
d'Etudes Francais from the Sorbonne in 19SS and her 
Master of Arts and her doctorate in Russian Literature 
from Indiana University.    . 
Neatrour returned to the Shenandoah Valley to earn 
her second Master of Arts — this one in English — 
at Madison College. 
Since then Neatrour has worked with the foreign 
language department at JMU for 20 years. Presently, 
she teaches 13 hours of Russian. 
Neatrour was nominated by JMU for the award, but 
the final selections were made by members of the 
State Council of Higher Education for Virginia, 
business and community leaders, faculty and past 
recipients. The Marriott in Richmond will host the 
awards ceremony May 1, and Virginia Gov. L. 
Douglas Wilder will present the awards. 





JMU sent 11 seniors to California in March for 
the National Conference on Undergraduate 
Research — a reward for many hours spent sifting 
through data and hunched over lab equipment. 
"I've been working on my research for over two 
years," said Manctte Merrill, a chemistry major 
who presented her polymer research at the 
conference, held March 21-23 at California 
Institute of Technology. 
Over 1,000 teachers and students from across the 
country attended the conference. Twenty 
presentations from varied majors were given at 
each of the five sessions. 
"I didn't get nervous until a half an hour before 
my session — but I guess a little nervousness 
helps," said Kimberly Seidel, a chemistry major 
who discussed pesticides and their effects on the 
environment. Seidel has been working on her 
research since last January. 
According to Dr. James Dendingcr, director of 
sponsored programs, who organized the JMU 
delegation to the conference, admission was open 
to "all students in all five colleges of the 
university." This year, JMU sent more students 
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New Townhouses Available 
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Hunters Ridge offers you MORE! 




Full Size Washer/Dryer 
Refrigerator w/ Ice Maker 
• Range 
• Maximum Privacy 
• Storage Areas 
• Wet Bars 
• Ceiling Fans 
Security Service 
Cleaning Service 
1/4 Mile to Campus 
Sand Volleyball & Basketball 
More Parking 
On-site Professional Management • Hunters Ridge Housing 
Scholarship 
Many Parents of JMU 
Students are making a profit 
everyday owning a Hunters 
Ridge Unit! Let us show you 
how you oan live RENT 
FREE while your family 
enjoys the financial benefits 
of Ownership vs. Renting. 
To Find Out How: 
Call or visit our Model/Office 
located on-site, just off Port 
Republic Road (Beside HoJo's). 
Hunters Ridge Townhouses 
First Floor Second Floor 
Management Office 
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Budgeting Workshop: 
A budgeting workshop for incoming and outgoing 
treasurers of JMU student organizations will be held 
Wednesday, April 10, at 8 p.m. in the Allegheny 
room of the Warren Campus Center. This workshop 
is sponsored by Beta Alpha Psi and the Office of 
Student Activities. 
The two-part workshop will teach the basics of 
operating a budget. The presentation will be followed 
by a question and answer period to address individual 
concerns. 
lllll 
Sloan speak* on science: 
Phillip R. Sloan, an associate professor and 
chairman of the liberal studies program, will speak on 
"Science as a Liberal Art: Reflections from the 
History of Science" today at 7 p.m. in Miller Hall, 
room 101. The lecture is co-sponsored by JMU 
Visiting Scholars and Madison Institute. 
The liberal studies program seeks to encourage 
interest in the history of science, promote the 
teaching of the discipline and enhance the role the 
history of science can play in the educational 
program. 
Communication Evaluation Conference: 
From April 8 to 10 there will be a series of lectures 
in Anthony-Seeger Hall regarding various aspects of 
communications. The forum includes such topics as 
"What Happened to the American Dream?" and "When 
Did We Lose Control? Mass Media and 
Contemporary Society." For more information call 
Lindy Altman at x7480. 
Library Commission holds open hearing: 
The Commission on the Library of the 21st 
Century is holding open hearings on Thursday, April 
11, in the Presidential Room in Carrier Library from 
9 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and from 1:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
Members of the commission will be available for 
informal discussion. 
The commission is responsible for exploring ways 
and developing plans by which Carrier Library will 
meet the mission of the university in the next 
century. It is interested in hearing from students, 
faculty and staff. 
AIDS Seminar: 
A 45-minule informational seminar on AIDS will 
beheld Wednesday, April 17 at 11 ajn. and Thursday, 
April 18 at 10 a.m. in the Highlands room, WCC. 
The seminar is sponsored by CommonHeallh. 
The presentation and the viewing of the video will 
be lead by the Common Health regional coordinator. 
rime Tidbits 
In 1883, lines at every 15° longitude were drawn down a map of the Earth, creating 24 
international time zones. There is a difference of one hour between each time zone, which 
maintains a consistent mean solar time, depending on the longitude of a particular place. In 
1986 President Reagan signed legislation moving daylight—saving time from the last to the 
first Sunday in April. 
Because yesterday was 
the first Sunday in April, 
every clock was to be 
forwarded by one hour. 
to attain 
Daylight-Saving Time, a 
time adjustment to add 
light during the summer. 
Source: The New York PybkUxary Desk Reference 
r:ag;-i 
Yeltsin scores Soviet victory: 
Boris Yeltsin picked up major victories Thurs- 
day in his battle for control against Soviet Presi- 
dent Mikhail Gorbachev. The Russian republic's 
Congress of People's Deputies backed Yeltsin, the 
republic's president, in his re- 
quest for power to issue emergen- 
cy orders similar to Gorbachev. 
He also Anally succeeded in his 
drive for a June 12 presidential 
election. 
Police request Kennedy pho- 
tos: 
The reported rape at the Ken- 
nedy compound in Palm Beach 
last Saturday continues to take on 
new twists. Police Chief Joseph Terlizzese Thurs- 
day asked the Palm Beach Daily News for photos 
of "the Kennedy kids" to be used in a lineup — in- 
cluding John Kennedy Jr. Also requested: photos 
of Sen. Edward Kennedy, his son Patrick Kennedy 
and William Kennedy Smith, a cousin. 
Colombia drug war continues: 
A peaceful solution to Colombia's drug war ap- 
peared less likely Thursday after police accused 
cocaine traffickers of failing to honor their end of 
a bargain with the government. A police official 
said top leaders of the Medeliin cocaine cartel are 
still running their drug operations from jail. Broth- 
ers Jorge Luis, Juan David and Sabio Ochoa de- 
nied having connection to new drug operations. 
U.N. debates resolution: 
The U.N. Security Council Thursday wrangled 
over a resolution condemning Iraq's "repression" 
•3 SHOID dILL aX/lOHV 
the country. 
of its Kurdish rebels, buffeted by rising world con- 
cern and fear of meddling in a country's internal 
affairs. "In this case literally lives depend on ur- 
gent action," Turkish Ambassador Mustafa Aksin 
declared in an interview. "It's literally a matter of 
life and death." 
Refugees fear massacre: 
Dozens of refugees are walking 
out of U.S. refugee camps to live 
in the Iraqi desert They do not 
think Saddam Hussein will accept 
a U.N. proposal to turn the camps 
into a neutral zone for Iraqis. 
They fear the Republican Guard 
will massacre all of diem, as is 
happening to Iraqi rebels across 
Minors can get Norplant: 
Planned Parenthood will treat the contraceptive 
implant Norplant like other birth control methods, 
and offer it to minors without parental consent. 
The procedure for implanting die hormone cap- 
sules is "more complicated than getting a shot, less 
complicated than surgery," says one expert. The 
capsules are implanted under the skin of the upper 
arm and provide five years' protection. 
Low rates boost stocks: 
Hopes for lower interest rates boosted stocks in 
London, lifting some indexes to record highs for 
the second straight day. Frankfurt shares slipped, 
giving back some recent gains. Tokyo shares fell 
as investors waited for news on interest rates. 
©Copyright 1991. USA TODAY/Apple College 
Information Network 
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$2.50 first ten words 
$2.00 every ten word increment after 
Attention All Students!!! 
Mail Handling/Forwarding 
(Grads May & Summer) 
THINGS YOU NEED TO DO 
Before Leaving JMU: 
r/ Watch for your Procedures Letter from University Po6tal Services. 
Visit Campus Post Office and Ask Questions before May 4,1991. 
Find out what PS3576 is??? 
[~| Visit Your Bank and Change Your Address Now 
a great Summer and congratulations on Graduation! 
Ambassadors - 
CONTINUED from page 4 
members of this group because it was 
the second time in two years that they 
had campaigned. 
"We have been planning it for what 
seems like two years," Harahan said. 
"But we have been planning this 
current one since the day we got home 
[from Louisville]." 
The other main activity at a SAA/SF 
convention is to attend seminars held 
by various schools that give others 
schools ideas to better their own 
program. For example, JMU's group 
got the idea of Operation Santa Claus, 
a service activity to help needy 
children, at a convention. 
The student ambassadors look at this 
convention as an excellent opportunity 
for JMU to get more recognition at the 
district level. 
"It's wonderful recognition," Harahan 
said. "We are one of the most active 
schools in the district. So the pinnacle 
for being an active school is winning 
the bid and having all of these people 
come to your school." 
Harahan also said that it is an 
excellent opportunity for group 
members to help put on a convention, 
especially one of this size. 
Usually half of the schools invited, 
or about 400 students, come to the 
convention and they bring a few 
students each unless they are 
campaigning for a bid, she said. 
"JMU is going to put on an 
awesome convention with no doubt" 
said senior Amy Kargl, vice president 
of the organization. "I just can't wait 
until the other people get here and see 
how awesome it's going to be." 
JMU's student ambassadors, like 
other groups in its district, are the link 
between their school's administration 
and other campus groups like alumni 
and prospective students. 
Although giving tours is one major 
activity of the group, there are other 
numerous responsibilities  such as 
receptions around Virginia, alumni 
affairs, and letting prospective 
freshmen stay at JMU overnight 
Harrisonburg Nissan lets 
^ou trade in your old card 
on a new Nissan. 
You don't need to put any money down. 
Or make any payments for 90 days. All 
you need is your student ID. And you 
may be able to put your hands on up to 
60 months' financing. Even if you've 
never had credit before. So take a walk 
over to Harrisonburg Nissan, or call 564-1111 for a free ride. 
And bring along your driver's license, and proof of a job after 
graduation. Not to mention your student 
ID. But hurry. This may be the 
last time you can buy a 
Nissan on your good looks. 
No money down. No payments for 90 days. 
2275 E. Market St. 
















   
Offer good 4/1191 ■ 12/31/91. Financing subject to credit approval. Previous comparable credit not required: adverse credit may disqualify. Verifiable 
insurance coverage required. Smart people always read the fine print. And they always wear their seat beits. 
Don't Leave Madison without us! 
***#J    Caters All 
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SPECIAL 
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Why settle for anything less than 
the best deal? 
• 91/2 Mo. leases 
• 4 BR Townhouses 
• Furnished 
• 21/2 Baths 
• Bus Service 
• Pool 
• Tennis Court 
• Weight Room 
• Basketball Court 
• Party Room 
• Hot Tub 
• $175-200/mo./pvt. BR 




CONTINUED from page 3 
Brown, who had just put in her 
application for the program in April, 
said it was wrong to cancel the 
program right after everyone had turned 
in their applications. 
"It's ridiculous to get everyone's 
hopes up," she said. 
But Cohen tried not to criticize the 
state cutting such a relatively small 
program. "I don't think we can make 
any progress thinking in those terms," 
Cohen said. "The point is, we don't 
have funding." 
Jason Willets, a junior marketing 
major, had applied to work at the U.S. 
Embassy Foreign and Commercial 
Services in London and was 
disappointed, but not surprised, when 
he received his letter. Willets had heard 
from a professor who wrote a 
recommendation for him that the 
program had the possibility of being 
cut. 
Willets added that he thought Cohen 
had "done a really good job and I feel 
bad for her because I knew she's 
worked really hard." 
For David Rennyson, a senior 
majoring in economics and history, 
news that the program had been 
canceled was difficult because he had 
Senate.,  
CONTINUED from page 3 
Also at the meeting: 
• Dr. Clarence Geier, speaker of the 
faculty senate, reminded senators to 
collect ballots on the changes to the 
faculty senate constitution that would 
include the addition of part-time faculty 
to the senate. 
• The faculty senate approved a letter 
to be sent to Coach Shelia Moorman 
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had an international internship last 
semester in London and he knew how 
fulfilling the experience could be. 
"It's disappointing," Rennyson said. 
"The experience I had I couldn't have 
gotten anywhere else. 
"I have opportunities with Contel 
A.S.C. after I graduate," he said. "Not 
only does it give me more 
opportunities, but it makes me more 
marketable to other employers." 
The International Internship 
Program, an entirely different program 
from JMU's Studies Abroad, is a 
chance for students to go abroad and 
work in a job related to their field of 
study. Although the internships are 
non-paying and the students must pay 
for all of their travel and living 
expenses, Rennyson said it is an 
excellent opportunity to get serious 
hands-on experience. 
Cohen said there is no guarantee that 
students who apply to the internship 
program will get a placement. 
According to Cohen, the interviewing 
committee had to turn down many 
good applicants because there just 
wasn't the right match between 
students and the foreign companies. 
INTERNSHIPS page 11 
and the JMU women's basketball team 
to congratulate them for their recent 
success in the NCAA tournament as 
well as the team's high graduation rates 
and GPAs. 
• Geier announced there are no 
nominations for secretary of the faculty 
senate for next year. Elections will be 
held next Thursday. 
Research 
CONTINUED from page 5 
than any other Virginia institution, 
Dendinger said. 
"Our pursuit to become the best. . . 
we are supporting that by supporting 
undergraduate research. These young 
scholars are really a leg-up," he said. 
For Merrill the conference was both 
"a good way to see how you fit into 
the national picture," and a chance to 
be seen in academic community. 
"I had a professor from a potential 
graduate school that I was applying to 
that especially came to hear me speak," 
she said. 
But there was also "a social aspect" 
to the conference, Seidel said. 
Students could mingle with such 
notables as Secretary of Health and 
Human Services Louis Sullivan, and 
Ray Bradbury, noted fiction writer. 
And free time was spent in true 
California style. Merrill said, "We 
bought a 'Star Map' and went riding 
around Hollywood and Beverly Hills 
looking for stars. We didn't find any — 
but we tried." 
Last year's conference was held at 
Union College in New York. The 
University of Minnesota will be the 
host next year. 
Want to be on top of things? 
Come to the Breeze news staff 
meeting tonight at 7:30 
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are now being accepted tor 1991-1992 
Pick up applications at Student Affairs, 
Alumnae Hall Rm. 106 
'   ;- Deadline — Friday, April 12 




















$206^ per person 
An easy 10 
minute walk 
to campus. 
(No hills to climb or 
interstate to cross) 
Olde Mill Vi #•* Offers: 
•Furnished 4 bedroom apartments 
•A desk in every room 
•Two full bathrooms 
•Large utility room with full size 
washer and dryer 
•Fully equipped kitchen including 
microwave and dishwasher 
•Spacious living area 
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Budget— 
CONTlNUED/rom page 2 
committee, permament. 
The athletic committee also 
announced it passed a resolution to 
appropriate more funds to the athletic 
advising department, citing excellent 
graduation rates among JMU athletes. 
• Fay Williams, of the commute of 
education and student life, said the 
General Assembly passed a new early 
retirement program for university 
employees who are 50 years old or 
who have put in 25 years of service. 
JMU has 49 faculty members out of 
a total of 476 who are eligible for the 
program. All have been notified of 
their eligibility, and presently several 
have expressed unofficial commitment 
to the program. JMU expects roughly 
Internships  
CONTINUED from page 9 
In January of 1989, JMU President 
Ronald Carrier and Laurie Naismith, 
director of the JMU International 
Internship Program, presented a 
proposal for this program to the state 
legislature and funding was made 
available to establish this program for 
Virginia, Cohen said. 
Naismith then went to London to 
50 percent of these 49 professors to 
eventually retire under this program. 
Over the entire state faculty of 9,093, 
717 professors, or 7.9 percent of all 
faculty, are eligible to retire. 
• The General Assembly passed a bill 
reducing their general fund for 
out-of-state tuition, which presented 
problems to other institutions around 
the state but leaving JMU unscathed. 
This means schools that do not already 
make out-of-state students pay for 100 
percent of their educational costs will 
be forced to do so now. - 
JMU is not affected by this bill 
because out-of-state students here do 
pay for all of their educational costs — 
but the bill means a rise of $2,000 in 
tuition for out-of-state Virginia Tech 
students and a rise of $1,200 for UVa 
out-of-state students. 
• Carrier announced that JMU was 
disappointed during this year's General 
Assembly session when two separate 
capital outlay bills failed to pass. Both 
of these bills included large amounts of 
money designated for Carrier Library. 
"We worked very hard on these bills, 
but the house and senate could not 
come up with a compromise," Carrier 
said. 
• Alan Cerveny, director of 
admissions, said even though the 
number of high school graduates is 
declining, JMU received a 4-percent 
increase in applications for the 1991-92 
freshman class. Admissions received 
12,000 applications for 2,000 spots in 
the class of 1995, and received 14,500 
total applications, including transfer 
and graduate applications. 
The only other public institution in 
Virginia that experienced a significant 
increase in applications this year was 
UVa, he said. 
• Carrier said JMU still needs 
programs 'o enhance excellence in 
higher education classrooms. 
"We plan to initiate an academy of 
teaching, where students will be able 
to develop new classes, refine 
materials,and give attention to class 
size and materials," he said. 
"Wc offered 70 more classes this 
semester than last, and we are going to 
offer 50 more next semester, despite 
the cuts. We want this trend to 
continue," Carrier said. 
start making contacts with 
corporations that may want to receive 
interns from the U.S. 
Since that time, Cohen joined the 
effort in terms of recruiting students to 
participate in the program, and by 
January 1990 the program sent interns 
to London. 
"By the fall, we had 21 interns in six 
or seven different countries," Cohen 
said. "Half of those were from other 
schools so even then, our first real 
group of interns we had been 
successful in bringing in were students 
from other schools." 
The program will not be cut until 
June 30 so the eight students currently 
in Europe will not have to leave early. 
Cohen does not know if there will 
ever be a chance for the program to be 
reinstated in the future and regrets all 
of the good opportunities and contacts 
going to waste. 
"It's regrettable and we are 
particularly disappointed because we 
feel we made some good progress this 
year, which is really the first year of 
the program," Cohen said. "We had 
good feedback from the interns who 
had participated in the program, from 
the supervisors in the sponsoring 
organizations and I have seen a much 
wider response across the slate." 
Qepgett 
It's Clinique Bonus Week— 
Clear Your Calendar and Come In Today! 
Clinique "Clear Tomorrow" Is yours at no extra charge whatever with any 
Clinique purchase of 12.00 or more. 
Just as you were wondering how to give looks a boost... along comes Bonus 
Week. The choice Is clear: Come in, select anything Clinique for 
12.00 or more, and these six ways to a beautiful, new tomorrow go 
home with you, too. 
7 Day Scrub Cream. Essential polisher to smooth skin, soften lines, clear 
pores. Clarifying Lotion 2. Clears away surface cell debris, uncovers fresh 
glow daily. Dramatically Different Moisturizing Lotion. Everyday "drink" for 
skin's better tomorrow. Fawn Satin/Starry Rose Eye Shadow Duo. To see 
tomorrow through new, soft-neutral eyes. Super Berry Superllpstlck. 
Beautiful berry makes for long-lasting Impact for lips. Eyebrow Comb/Brush. 
Clinique Extra-Extra: Clear groomer lines up brows in perfect order. 
One bonus to a customer. 
Allergy Tested. 
100% Fragrance Free. 
For a fast, free skin analysis, come and meet the 
CLINIQUE COMPUTER. 
Clinique la a total system of skin care. And the very heart of the system is the Cflnlque 
Computer. Programmed by a group of leading dermatologists, it asks eight essential questions 
and analyzes the answers to determine skin type and the proper Clinique products and 
procedures. Then a sequence of three minutes in the morning and another three minutes at 
night results in better looking skin. 
Leggett of Valley Mall. Phone 434-4477. Open Monday-Saturday 10tH9. 
Use your Leggett charge, MasterCard, VISA or American Express. 




Just when The Breeze thought the U.S. 
Department of Education was going to resume 
treating us like competent journalists, the 
powerful organization took new steps to 
discriminate against college publications and 
challenge the foundations of the First 
Amendment. 
The latest controversy stems from a recent 
federal ruling involving the editor of a campus 
newspaper filing suit against Southwest Missouri 
State University for not releasing campus crime 
reports. U.S. District Court Judge Russell G. 
Clark ruled the university must release the 
names of students charged with crimes, and 
also noted that the Department of Education's 
support of restricting crime reports was a 
violation of the First Amendment. 
Since the Department of Education was not a 
party to the case, it is not required to abide by 
the ruling, but similar federal cases have 
pressured the department to change its policies. 
Not this time, however. The department is 
now seeking to block Clark's decision by 
claiming that Clark was overstepping his bounds 
by commenting on the department's enforce- 
ment of restricting crime reports. 
Imagine the nerve of a federal judge criticizing 
a federal organization for grossly ignoring the 
freedom of the press guaranteed in the First 
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution! 
The U.S. Department of Education is 
understandably concerned with protecting 
students' right to keep their grades private, but 
the organization is clearly the entity that is 
overstepping its bounds. The department's 
decisions show a greater concern for covering 
up campus crime than protecting privacy. 
It is time for the federal government to treat 
college students and journalists as mature 
adults who can digest and react to unpleasant 
news. We are not thumb-sucking children who 
need to be spoon-fed our news. JMU officials 
support The Breeze's stand to print the names of 
students charged with crimes on this campus — 
but state and federal government restrictions 
represent a refusal to inform college students of 
crime. 
The essential question is: Why doesn't a 
college publication have the same guarantees 
under the First Amendment as any other 
publication? But even more questions follow: 
Why don't college students deserve the right to 
be informed like the rest of society? And how 
are journalists supposed to learn their profession 
with the government restricting real news? So 
much for graduating into the real world. 
I ,ibe 
editor WENDY WARREN 
managing editor DAVE SCHLECK 
editorial editor XXL LANGLEY 
asst. editorial editor HEATHER E. O'NBL 
Lessons learned by an editor 
When last Thursday's 
issue of The Breeze came 
out, I picked it up, unfa- 
miliar with any of the sto- 
ries. For the first time in 
nearly four years, I'd had 
nothing to do with putting 
the paper together. 
April 1 marked the staff turnover at The Breeze, an 
unofficial change-of-command ceremony that comes 
as a relief to everybody after a long month of train- 
ing. It's a time of new faces, new goals, and new 
directions. 
And I think readers can look forward to a great 
deal from this staff. They have an incredible amount 
of talent and will continue to keep The Breeze one of 
the top college newspapers in the nation. 
So what happens to the "old" staff? Part of me is 
turning cartwheels about giving up my position. I can 
watch "The Wonder Years" on Wednesdays and will 
make a Sunday night sorority meeting for the first 
time in over a year. And I feel my blood pressure 
decreasing exponentially. 
But despite the time commitment, the pressure and 
the frustrations that come with the job, being editor 
has taught me so much. Not just about editing, as the 
title implies — though I can do things with commas I 
never dreamed of — but about people, responsibility 
and myself. 
Holding a job for only one year is a challenge. In 
most situations, you don't have the advantage of past 
experience as a basis for decisions. And foresight 
comes from hindsight. 
And hindsight, as the saying goes, is 20/20. 
Looking back with crystal-clear vision — yes, 
there are some things I'd do differently if I had that 
chance. Somehow, this year seemed full of contro- 
versy. To me, there seemed to be more than in past 
years, but maybe that's because I wasn't directly 
MY WORD 
-Laurel Wlssinger 
involved   with   the   ones 
before. 
Fust, the infamous 
"Lemon Yellow" story. 
No, I probably wouldn't 
have run it on page one 
had I known two students 
would die Sunday night But by the time we found 
out about the deaths early Monday morning, it was 
too late to change the front page. 
Other situations, though out of our control, still 
affected The Breeze directly. The war, budget cuts, 
Dr. Carrier's $200,000 birthday present. Lefty Drie- 
sell — we didn't start it, spend it, donate it or hire 
him. But as a newspaper, we wound up right in the 
middle of the issues. 
Sure, that's the responsibility of the press. And you 
don't shy away from stories that might upset someone 
simply for fear of rocking the boat. But I wish I had a 
nickle for every letter or phone call I received blam- 
ing us for one or another of the problems this year. 
I asked one caller, who was upset with us for print- 
ing letters on racism, why she thought we shouldn't 
have run the letters. "Because," she told me, "if The 
Breeze wouldn't talk about racism, it wouldn't be any 
big deal." The very next day I received another call 
from someone complaining that we didn't write 
enough about the problem of race relations. 
That perfectly illustrates the biggest lesson I 
learned this year — you can't please everyone. That's 
not a trait exclusive to journalism, but one that 
applies evenly across the board. 
But that doesn't mean you stop trying. You take the 
job seriously, but not yourself. One of my favorite 
quotes hung on my office door all year. In the words 
of Jimmy Buffett, "If we couldn't laugh we would all 
go insane." 
And in the words of Dennis Miller, that's the news 
and I am out of here. 
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Letters to the Editor 
U.S. government protects only 
those who serve its 'interests' 
To the editor: 
Before the war President Bush said he and his wife had 
"trouble" reading a report prepared by Amnesty International 
detailing human rights abuses committed by the Iraqis in 
Kuwait He listed these atrocities as one reason why we 
were in the Persian Gulf. A second reason was to stop 
"naked aggression." Both of these objectives have been met 
in Kuwait and now our victorious troops are coming home. 
What about the reasons for going to war in the first 
place? I wonder if President Bush has started reading the 
Amnesty International reports regularly; if he has, he has 
not said so and he would be "troubled" almost daily. Will 
America now be looked upon to carry the banner of human 
rights as proudly as we carried the American flag? Let us 
examine some recent history in human rights abuses and 
see how the American government responded. 
Several years ago the Iraqi military, with Saddam 
Hussein at the top, used poison gas on the ethnic Kurds. 
Without question this was an atrocity, but until Iraq invaded 
Kuwait it was business as usual 
What could be a better example of naked aggression 
than using tanks and other military hardware against 
unarmed civilians. The Iraqi military, who just a few weeks 
ago could not figure out which way to point their weapons, 
now are having no trouble at all massacring civilians. Bush 
calls this an "internal matter." Another example, in the 
summer of 1989, the people of mainland China occupied 
Tiananmen Square in a show of support for democracy. This 
movement was put down with tanks. Bush's response was, 
"Let me handle this; I know these people; I can deal with 
them." He also said there would be no high-level contact 
with the Chinese government. Less than six weeks later 
Brent Scowcroft, the National Security Advisor, was 
toasting the "Butchers of Beijing." I guess Bush does know 
how to handle the Chinese. While we were at war die 
Chinese government held ceremonial trials where the leaders 
of the democracy movement were sentenced to jail. 
The people of Kuwait have two things this country 
needs: money and oil. The Iraqi and Chinese people have 
nothing to offer us. The Chinese government, on the other 
hand, can offer us billions of dollars in trade. 
These reasons would lead one to believe that those 
reports of human rights atrocities and naked aggression will 
find their way across the Oval Office desk only when it 




Speaker to emphasize, 'single- 
issue movements are dead' 
To the editor: 
I'm writing to help save the world. Okay, I know 
that's a bit dramatic, but this is important. I've led a very 
sheltered life. Fortunately, with the help of a lot of 
caring people I'm beginning to come out of that; 
however, being aware of the world around you is not 
always very easy. The more I learn, the more I realize is 
wrong or messed up or just needs a little clarification 
from time to time. If you can identify with me at all and 
you, like me, just want to find a way to help out, then I 
know someone you need to meet. 
His name is Ray Davis. Thanks to the efforts of a lot 
of good people from groups like Women of Color, 
B.S.A., Asian American Association, Pax Christi, 
N.O.W., Together, etc., he'll be on our campus on 
Tuesday, April 10. His message is that we as college 
students and human beings have a lot of work to do if we 
ever intend to pull ourselves out of the mess we're in, and 
that the only way we're ever going to get anything done 
is to work together. Everything that happens in our 
world is related. Single-issue movements are dead. I 
think you get the point. If you'd like to know more, 
come down to the PC Ballroom at 7 p.m. and meet some 
really dynamic people who can make you feel good about 
life again. 
Carolyn S. Moore 
junior 
International business 
Whltlock murder should remind 
everyone to 'embrace life* now 
To the editor: 
I just read the article about Ronald Lee Henderson and 
his conviction. I never knew Leann Whitlock. I may have 
passed her many times on campus, had been in a class with 
her or even stood in line with her, but I never really knew 
her. 
Over the last year I have read articles about her 
senseless death and I still cannot believe it happened. Our 
society reads about murder, sees it on television, but it 
never seems real. I know it is real now. When I read that 
article (Mar. 28) and Henderson spoke of Leann and what 
she went through, I wanted to turn back dme. I wanted to 
help, scream, cry — do something. Then I woke up, back 
to the reality of my oceanography class. 
I looked around the room at all of the students and 
realized, maybe I do know Leann Whitlock — she is like 
all of us. She had hopes, dreams, fears and loves. When I 
think about her I appreciate my life even more. She did not 
die in vain. Her death opened a lot of eyes and made me 
realize that the world is not always safe and everyone needs 
to be careful. It made me realize that something like her 
death could happen to me, my family, my best friend or a 
fellow student. I have learned that it is important to 
embrace life with all of our senses. 
I hope she is at peace. I wish her family strength and 




Reality of Holocaust should not be forgotten 
Stop!! Don't dare make the mistake of skipping 
this column. Too many people, too many times, 
have quickly glanced over articles like this one with a 
stoic sigh of unconcern. It's time to read, to listen, to 
understand, to learn, to participate, to come to grips 
with reality, for "If not now... when?" 
Let me tell you a story, a tale from the depths of 
dusty, overlooked history books.... A boy and his 
mother walk down a dirty ghetto street of collapsed 
Warsaw, Poland. A city once so alive has recently 
crumbled into sickness of under occupation. Mother 
and son walk slowly down the path, faces weathered, 
spirits destroyed. 
No one smiles — no one even speaks anymore; a 
life of fear is permissive of little in the ghetto. 
They walk slowly towards their destination, she, 
nervous, with swollen teary eyes, he silent in 
confusion, numb to the horror around him. What is 
this wretched future they suffer? One of exhaustion 
and pain, a living nightmare. They have seen far too 
much death and suffering. 
Finally, they reach their destination: a small 
wooden hut, cold and eerie. The proud swastika on the 
door knifes the mother's heart like the sharpest 
stiletto; she clutches her confused son for security. 
Upon entering the shack, two SS officers order the 
mother to strip. Questioning the command only 
results in a sharp slap across her pale face. She begs 
and falls to her knees, but one officer is already 
tearing her clothes off. They rape her, helpless, the 
child stands at gunpoint, watching. Tears stream 
down the boys lace. 
After the rape, the interrogation begins. The mother 
is beaten with each "incorrect'' answer. Her son is 
GUEST COLUMNIST 
-Aaron Pasternack 
pushed to the ground and beaten for his mother's 
"incompetence". They rip the boy's clothes off. The 
mother screams something incomprehensible and the 
officers simply laugh. She screams again. One 
officer, deaf to her pleas, raises a pistol and in one 
slow calculating motion, presses it firmly against the 
temple of the sweet child. The boy opens his mouth 
to yell but his voice is deafened by the revolver's 
echo—just another ordinary day in the chaos of Nazi 
occupation. 
This is the true reality of the Holocaust; believe it. 
There are over eight million stories to tell — eight 
million men, women and children of every age and 
faith who suffered unimaginable tortures for one 
simply reason: they were "undesirables" who did not 
meet the criteria of life according to a single madman. 
People just like you and me were condemned to such 
hatred, suffering, violence and ultimately, 
extermination because they were not "fit to be a true 
Aryan German." How senseless! How insane! 
Eight million people — Jews, gypsies, political 
dissidents, mentally and physically handicapped, 
Jehovah's witnesses, homosexuals, Christians — 
were subjected to brutality unparalleled on such a 
large scale. And, for the most part, the world simply 
watched, some even nonchalant and unconcerned, "But 
I'm not a Jew ..." We've all said it to ourselves; it's 
too easy to offer excuses. 
You are a human being and if nothing else, that 
alone should cause your palms to sweat, your throat 
to dry, your hands to tremble, your heart to stop, 
your stomach to fall and your eyes to water at the 
very sight of a swastika. Do you feel the pain? Do 
you hear the cries? Do you hear the cries? Do you see 
the suffering? DO YOU? HiUer has scarred humanity; 
how easy it is to forget something that occurred a 
half-century ago. 
We must never forget the horror in that child's eye 
seconds before annihilation. Each beating, each 
gassing, each firing squad, each cry for help, each tear 
obligates us to remember. Don't let ignorance guide 
history, history with the potential to repeat itself. 
Remembering is only part of the solution to 
preventing such a barbaric tragedy from rising again. 
It can happen, it may happen — but not if you take 
action now. 
The first step is to understand, to become aware of 
the reality of the Holocaust I urge you to attend two 
programs: on Thursday, April 11, at 2 p.m. in the 
Valley room of the WCC, Esther Kutner will speak 
on her personal experiences as a Holocaust survivor. 
Later, at 5 p.m. in the Valley room, the members of 
the Interfaith Campus Ministries will conduct a 
remembrance service to reflect on the significance of 
the Holocaust and remember those who acted to 
protect the innocent and victimized. 
Remember the silence; remember the Holocaust 
Aaron Pasternack is a sophomore majoring in 
communication. 
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75 South Court Square 
Next to Sovran Bank Drive-Thru 





In celebration of raising over 
$40,000 in pledges for Carrier 
Library, tve invite you to the Senior 
Challenge Victory Party! It will 
begin at 4p.m. on Saturday, April 
13 atJM's. Free food, door prizes, 
and special prices on beverages. 
Open to all seniors who made a 
pledge. If you haven't madeyour 
pledge yet, call 568-34401^ 
When you party, 
remember to... 
Ifs is tasy as CBunting 
frmltiVL 
Guests: 
1. Know your limit—slay within it. 
2. Know what you're drinking 
3. Designate a non-drinking driver 
4. Don't lei a friend drive drunk. 
5. Call a cab if you're not sober— 
or not sure. 
Hosts: 
6. Serve plenty of food. 
7. Be responsible for friends' safety 
8. Slop serving alcohol as the party 
winds down. 
9 Help a problem drinker 
by offering your support. 




150 PaularinoAve., Suite 190, 
Costa Mesa. CA 92626 
1-800-441-2337 
Beer Drinkers of \n KTR a is .1 nun-protil 
consumer membership orpwiAilKin 
open onh to persons over the jRe 'if 21 
BRAND NEW TOWNHOUSES 
TYPES OF UNITS: 
■ Four Bedrooms 
■ Two Full Baths 
■ Two Living Rooms 
■ Dining Room 
■ Kitchen 
INCLUDED IN EACH UNIT: 
■ Miniblinds at All Windows 
■ WaU-to-Wall Carpet 
■ Cable TV Hookup 
■ Available Furnished 
or Unfurnished 
■ Individual Leases Apply Storage Area 
STANDARD APPLIANCES: 
■ Frost-free Refrigerator 
with Icemaker 
■ Range 
■ Microwave Oven 
■ Dishwasher 







432-9685 or 433-2615 
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guys from White 
Heart walk in a 
room, there is no 
need to bow. Just 
pull up a chair 
and talk to them. 
They like to talk. 
They're just 
Rick and Brian 
and their mission 
is clear. 
"When you 
see the needs that are out there, 
we're just taking the avenue of the 
gifts that we have and taking the 
opportunity from the platform we 
have to share about our life in 
Christ," said Rick Florian, lead 
singer for White Heart. "It's a very 
fulfilling thing." 
Rick and the rest of White Heart 
came to Eastern Mennonite 
College's Lehman Auditorium 
Saturday night. About 1,200 people 
came to EMC for White Heart's 
"Power House" tour. 
Brian Wooten, White Heart's 
lead guitarist, said the idea for the 
powerhouse theme of their latest 
album came when Billy Smiley, 
acoustic and rhythm guitarist, 
noticed a small building beside a 
church. The building, named "The 
Power House," served as a 
gathering place for the church's 
youth group. The band was struck 
by the idea that this small building 
could hold the power of God as 
well as the large church. 
The song "Independence Day" 
from the album addressed the topic 
of freedom — a recently 
emphasized concept for the group. 
"The idea spawned on the Fourth 
of July from true independence 
coming from a relationship with 
Christ," Brian said. "It was a great 
bridge from the "Freedom" album 
to this." 
Rick said, "[Freedom] really is 
the primary thing in Christianity, 
period. When we can let go of all 
the pride and selfishness and pain 
and everything, the freedom that 
exists on the other side is amazing." 
The band attracts mainly a 
younger audience, although a few 
older fans occasionally can be 
spotted at concerts. 
"Maybe it's the style of music 
that lends itself to the ears of a 
younger Christian," said Wooten. 
"The older Christian may not like 
it. That's just a generalization — 
I'm an older Christian and I 
like it It's for everyone, but the 
younger Christian may receive 
it a little more readily." 
The group sometimes receives 
criticism, although their critics 
compose the minority of the letters 
they receive. 
"It doesn't matter what in the 
world you do in this life, and 
especially things that arc a little 
fringy in some people's minds like 
what we do, there is always going 
to be controversy," Rick said. 
Most recently, the group received 
a letter arguing they weren't direct 
enough with the message of 
Christianity in their lyrics. 
"I think it would be next to 
impossible to not understand what 
we're talking about," Rick said. 
Only   two   members   of   the 
original band are now part of White 
Heart: Billy and Mark Gersmehl, 
who have  written  many  of the 
group's songs. They,  along with 
other  members   of  the   original 
White Heart, won a Grammy Tor 
their self-titled debut album in 
1982. 
Currently,   the   band   has   six 
White Heart lead 
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members 
including     three 
new additions prior to 
their most recent album. 
Despite      the       many 
transitions they've experienced 
since 1982, the band has managed 
to maintain their identity. 
"All these things happen, but 
then in our heart of hearts we say, 
'If God wants this thing to continue, 
then He'll bring something to us 
that is going to better us, that is 
going to be something that works, 
something that makes sense that we 
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"First tk*y camo for tko 3«ws. 
CT was sllant. 
CT wai not a 3*w 
Tken tks* cam* for tk* Commu»l»fi. 
C7 wai sllant. 
CT was not a Communist. 
Tken fk«y cam* for tko trade unionists. 
3 was sllsnt. 
CJ was not a trade unionists. 
Tken tkoy camo for ma. 
Tkara was no on* loft to speak for mo." 
— Martin AJiemoller 
On resistance to /sJazis 
Recalled on kis deatk Marck 6, 1984 
Holocaust Remembrance Day 
Programs stress 'education through remembrance' 
Donna Ragsdate 
stqffwriter 
Hunted like animals and brutally murdered by the 
millions, the most cruel aspect of man's nature 
descended on Jews in what is now called the 
Holocaust. 
Between 193S and 194S an estimated six million 
Jews died in concentration camps under the command 
of German dictator Adolph Hiker. 
Thursday will be recognized as Holocaust 
Remembrance Day at JMU to make people more 
aware of the attempted annihilation of an entire 
population of people. 
Lutheran Campus Minister Bob Chell, quoting 
historians, said the greatest emphasis for the day will 
be education through remembrance. 
"Those who do not remember the past are 
condemned to repeat it," Chell said. "It is important 
to remember the horror of it so that it doesn't ever 
happen again." \.,. . 
Events for the day include Esther Kutner speaking 
at 2 p.m. in the Valley Room of the Warren Campus 
Center. Kutner was invited through the 
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith. 
Kutner was taken from her home in Poland to a 
concentration camp during the Holocaust Part of her 
speech will recall her escape and that of two other 
prisoners from the concentration camp. 
Kutner's granddaughter, Ali Kutner, is a sophomore 
at JMU. And she said hearing the speaker could help 
create a better understanding of what the Holocaust 
was really like. 
"Actually hearing a survivor describe the horrors of 
it makes it real and educates people about it," Kutner 
said. 
A remembrance service wijl be held at 5 p.m. in the 
Valley Room. The service is designed to allow 
students to participate in readings instead of being led 
by a single individual. 
"It is not a worship service," Chell said. "It is a 
service of remembrance." 
Thursday's events are being sponsored by Interfaith 
Campus Ministries. Sophomore Aaron Pasternack 
from Hillel, the Jewish campus ministry, said the 
members of the five-person committee who planned 
the day's events worked well together despite 
differences in religious beliefs. 
"It wasn't that you are Jewish, you are Catholic, or 
you are Protestant — everyone worked really well 
together," Pasternack said. "We knew what we did last 
year. We're going to do it again, and do it better." 
Senior Micheie Minding of the Lutheran Campus 
Ministry, said she became interested in helping 
because she recognized a need for education about the 
Holocaust at JMU. 
"I knew some people my freshman year who didn't 
know much about the Holocaust and I figured that 
there were other people who needed to be educated," 
Minding said. 
Information about events and yellow stars, 
signifying remembrance will be distributed on the 
Commons from 9 a.m. undl 4 p.m. Thursday. 
A documentary film called "Night in Fog," which 
exposes life in a concentration camp will be shown 
approximately every half hour in the Valley Room 
starting at 1 p.m. 
Holocaust Remembrance Day has been observed at 
JMU for the past four years during Holocaust 
Remembrance Week. AH are encouraged to 
participate, regardless of religious affiliation. 
"Something that I tried to emphasize is that this 
isn't strictly a religious event We don't want it to be 
restricted to that" Pasternack said. 
^^M m^^^m~ 
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CONTINUED/rom pa«e /5 
have a peace about," Rick said. "As long as He keeps 
doing that, it will make sense. And He has been 
doing that — He's been faithful." 
Both Brian and Rick see the importance of touring 
as support for the albums and a way to reach more 
people. "The concert just underlines the points we 
have made on the record," Brian said. 
Rick said, "In a lot of ways, it's that personal 
contact that does a lot as well. But really over the 
period of an album or a year in touring, we actually 
play in front of more people than buy the album." 
Neither Rick nor Brian seems to have any strong 
objections to spending time away from home. They 
often tour for several days and then return to their 
families in Nashville. But sometimes they are gone 
for as long as three weeks, which can be tedious, 
Brian said. 
"It's the worst part of what we do, but because we 
don't go out like some groups that go out forever, it's 
not that bad," Rick said. 
The band is based in Nashville for several reasons. 
"The majority of all the artists live in Nashville," 
Rick said, naming the abundance of studios in 
Nashville as one of the reasons for their location. 
"L.A. has [studios], too, but then L.A. has 
murder," Rick said. He said the small town 
atmosphere of Nashville is one of the reasons he 
enjoys raising his family there, including his son 
Taylor, born in December. 
White Heart has toured the United States and other 
countries including Poland and Germany. They enjoy 
talking to their fans in other countries because they 
get a chance to experience different cultures, Rick 
SEANSPRfttER/THEBHEEE 
Brian Wooten (left) and White Heart lead singer Rick Florian make themselves accessible to fans. 
said. 
"It's fun just hanging out with people," he said. 
The accessibility of White Heart to their fans is 
something the group strives to maintain. They talk to 
and even counsel some of their fans after concerts, 
which   results  in   humility   for  each   member 
individually and as a group. Rick said. 
"As long as I realize that God sees me as Rick and 
not the lead singer for White Heart, then I think that's 
very healthy," Rick said. "Spending time with kids 
after concerts forces me to be, 'Hi, I'm Rick.' We 




715 Port Republic Road 
Harrisonburg VA 22801 
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CREEK ORGANIZATIONS PERFORM WIT 
The ladies of Sigma 
Kappa [above] and 
the women of Zeta Phi 
Beta were two of the 
performing groups this 
past weekend. Sigma 
Kappa, with their 
"musical review" of old 
movie themes, placed 
first in the Greek Sing. 
Three sorority sisters 
here are performing the 
song "Sandra Dee" from 
the movie "Grease." 
Zeta Phi Beta [right] was 
just one of the two 
sororities which stepped 
Friday night at the 
Convocations Center. 
Sigma Gamma Rho was 
the other. 
They came out in style- 
Both the Greek social' organizatioi 
Greek service organizations presented s 
"Greek Sing," a competition held eve 
estimated crowd of about 2,500 last' 
Godwin Hall. 
"It was incredible. I was really n< 
excited," said Tonya Watkins, a Sigma 
For Greek Sing, the participatii 
practiced anywhere from three week 
Christy Pemble, a coordinator for 
first-place "musical review," said, "Ei 
into it. It takes a lot to get 80 girls to 1 
The sing is a competition for r 
bragging rights among the fraternitii 
Some groups take it seriously/while ( 
the enjoyment of being on stage in fn 
Most of the organizations are image-c 
try to perform a show in line wit 
brotherhood. For instance, Alpha Chi ] 
ARTICLE BYTOMSPEISS 
PHOTOS BY GENE 
CHIANELLI AND 
PAWNTERMINELLA 
■ ■™™ mmmmmm m 




cations and the Black 
itcd show this weekend 
i every spring, had an 
last Thursday night in 
ly nervous and really 
igma Kappa sister, 
ipating organizations 
weeks to three hours. 
' for Sigma Kappa's 
I, "Everyone puts a lot 
s to learn a [show], 
for honor, pride and 
rnities and sororities, 
tiile others perform for 
in front of their peers, 
ige-conscious, so most 
with their previous 
Chi Rho — known for 
it's love of rock n' roll — would not come out and do an 
LL Cool J number. 
Jeff Peaper, a brother of Sigma Nu who was 
participating in his fourth sing, said "It's a real rush to 
be on stage, and it's easy to tell who takes it seriously 
and who doesn't. 
"One of our goals has always been to win, [but] the 
bottom line is to have a good time." 
Sigma Nu, with its theme of "Just Nu It," placed 
second behind victorius Chi Phi and its theme of "Love 
and Lust." 
Tim Peters, a Chi Phi brother, said, "We knew all 
along that we wanted to do Marvin Gaye's 'Sexual 
Healing,' plus get 'Shattered by Love' with Jon Pineda's 
voice and incorporate that with our theme of love and 
lust. 
"We wanted the crowd appeal to give us a good 
image," he said. 
GREEK page 22 
;iss 
Alpha Phi Alpha [left] performed with ties and dress slacks for the stepshow last Friday night. 
Lambda CM Alpha [above right] "does a commercial" before their show. Sigma Pi [right] does 
their own rendetion of "The Blues Brothers." 
*\ 
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M ADISON 
QARDENg 
Located on Soulh Main Slrccl 
Large Living Area 
Washer & Dryer 
A Quick 8 Minute Walk to Campus   f 
4     Range, Refrigerator & Dishwasher £ 
*fc 2 Full Baths f 
"        3 Bedrooms for 5 Students 
Each Bedroom has its Own Balcony or Patio 
Live Closer ♦ . ♦ 
♦ ♦ • Sleep Later 
ONLY 
1 434-1876 






Isn't Easy    "* 
We know you'll want     'J 
to consider all the options ' 
and weigh the pros and      /' 
cons carefully. 
We know, too, that complex 
personal circumstances can sometimes 
make abortion the best choice. 
At Hagerstown Reproductive Health Services we 
offer family planning and early abortion services 
because we believe a woman should have a full 
range of options available to her. 
Call us for information or to schedule an appoint- 
ment — confidentially of course. If needed, you 
may call us collect. 
Hagerstown Reproductive Health Services 
Hagerstown, MD 21740    (301) 733-2400 
**-—«•*-"■"—Area [April 7-13 is Vill 
Resident Advisor Appreciation Week. 
































The Office of Residence Life would 
like to thank these Resident 
Advisors for their outstanding 
service to the students living in the 
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Musical group lights up the stage 
KateMcFadden 
assistant focus on... editor 
The Madisonians are not the German 
Von Trapp or the Partridge family, but 
the group comes close. 
With performances in cities like 
Virginia Beach, Newport News, 
Fayetteville, N.C. and Washington, 
D.C., the popularity of the 
Madisonians — JMU's musical 
performing group — has grown since 
its creation in 1974. The Madisonians' 
fame spans the Mid-Atlantic seaboard. 
Each spring nearly 70 students 
audition for the group. The 
competition is tight — performers 
must survive through a prepared song 
audition to advance to the dance 
competition before final cuts. 
Madisonians re-audition each year to 
maintain membership. Members 
receive one credit per semester for 
performing with the group. 
The 20 members travel with their 
student band performing choreographed 
numbers ranging from Madonna's 
"Vogue" to Cole Porter's "Night and 
Day." The Madisonians will perform 
on campus on April 26 and 27 at 8 
p.m. in Wilson Hall. 
Throughout the school year, the 
group takes its mix of pop, showtunes 
and patriotic music to high schools and 
more sizable audiences. During a 
performance last spring break, the 
group entertained more than 12,000 on 
the Mall in Washington. 
The college entertainers sang several 
patriotic pieces and finished the show 
with the song "Let There be Peace on 
Earth." 
"It was incredible to look out and see 
that many faces enjoying the show," 
said Ben McClusky, a freshman. "[The 
crowd's] excitement just made mine 
grow. I felt more patriotic then than 
ever before." 
Music professor Sandra Cryder, the 
director of the Madisonians since 197S, 
had planned a patriotic portion of the 
show in April of last year, months 
before U.S. troops first started to enter 
the gulf in August 
"The timing was absolutely perfect. I 
had originally wanted to do a patriotic 
section because of all the changes that 
had occurred in Europe," Cryder said. 
"The people there went crazy over 
the Madisonians," she said. 
The group also serves as a 
representative of JMU, acting as a 
The Madisonians perform a variety of patriotic numbers during their shows. 
representative of JMU, acting as a 
recruiting tool as well as showing off 
JMU's music department, junior Jane 
Montgomery said. She added that 
working among high school students 
has also provided various types of 
rewards because they are interested in 
college performers and give the 
Madisonians a great deal of respect. 
"They put us up on a pedestal and 
forget just a few years ago we were in 
their shoes," Montgomery said. 
Freshman Kevin Steele added that 
working with younger students gives 
performing a new light. 
"The first time I found myself giving 
advice to someone, I saw myself in the 
other end of the spectrum," Steele said. 
"I can give criticism and help them out 
to make their show appear of the 
professional level. Knowing that I can 
help them advance encourages me to 
strive lo be better." 
Madisonian Velcka Studivant enjoys' 
the group because it is a switch from 
the norms of other organizations. 
"Our practice schedule is rough and 
we don't know what spring break is, 
but it's all so energizing," Studivant 
said. "We are constantly changing and 
talents rub off on each of us — it's 
great to work with such diverse people. 
And it's not bad exercise." 
Junior Tom Schultheis said, "The 
Madisonians has become my home 
away from home. 
"The support we give each other as 
entertainers and as friends is 
unmatched, whether it be supporting 
someone on a new solo or whatever," 
he said. "That's the result of having 
common goals." 
For many students, being 
Madisonians has provided them 
experience to move on in the 
entertainment industry. Many students 
take their talent to shows at Kings 
Dominion over the summer while 
others are able to land jobs with 
national establishments like Disney 
World. Senior Kennya Ramsey had 
already secured a job at Kings 
Dominion when she auditioned with 
Disney. She will spend the next year 
singing in a Broadway musical review. 
"I'm excited about the opportunities 
being in Orlando [at Disney]. Working 
with them is a real accomplishment," 
Ramsey said. 
The tours the Madisonians take help 
PHOTO COURTESY OF SANDRA CRYDER 
provide the students with experience 
they can use for the future. 
All of the Madisonians' tours have 
been memorable, but the groups' recent 
stay at Fort Bragg provided a 
memorable sleeping arrangement 
Typically the group stays in hotels, 
but the parents from a high school in 
Fayetteville, N.C. arranged for the 
students to spend the night at Fort 
Bragg after a nearby performance. 
"We were in the actual barrackslbr 
the night," Montgomery said. "Most 
of the base was empty, yet it was as if 
we were in the army. 
AH of the members feed off of 
performing to crowds, yet Schultheis 
feels there is a certain private 
satisfaction from the spontaneous 
improvisation which sometimes 
happens. 
"It's incredible to have a great show, 
yet my best memory comes from one 
night after a show, we were all on the 
bus and all of the sudden we all broke 
out singing "If You Believe In Music" 
It means so much that we can do that 
and sound good," he said. 
"The whole idea relates to the 
Madisonians as a family." 
■ 




• "2nd Annual New Images 
Exhibition," a photo 
competition for artists from 
mid-Atlantic states, New Image 
Gallery, Zirkle House. 
• "Honor* Show," JMU art 
Achievement Awards, The 
Other Gallery and Artworks 
Gallery, Zirkle House. 
Theater 
April 10-13 
• Three Story Walk-Up," 
three one act plays 
presented by JMU Theatre 
and the Stratford Players, 
Wednesday-Friday, 8p.m., 
Saturday, 2 p.m. and 8p.m., 
Theatre II, $3. 
Music 
April 8 
• Bras* Ensemble, 
8 p.m.,Wilson Hall Auditorium. 
April 9 
•Jazz Ensemble and Jazz Band, 
8 p.m., Wilson Hall 
Auditorium. 
April 10 
• Chamber Alto Wind Quintets, 
Wilson Hall Auditorium, 8p.m. 
CONTINUED from page 19 
On Friday night, the Black Greek 
service organizations held a stepshow 
in conjunction with black freshmen 
weekend. The stepshows are held twice 
a year in the Convocation Center. The 
fall show is a competition. The spring 
show is a performance. 
Stepping can be described as a cross 
between tap-dancing and regular 
dancing, with a spice of walking and 
jumping thrown in. 
Each step has a specific meaning and 
purpose. 
"It's fun," Alpha Phi Alpha brother 
Melvin Brown said. "It gives you a 
good feeling once you hit the first step 
strong." He added that if the tuning is 
off in the first few moments of a step, 
then it is hard to catch up, and the 
positive feeling that the group came 
out with is lost 
"We came out strong on Rrday," he 
said. 
The highlight of the show came 
when the auxiliary groups for the 
Kappa Alpha Psi and Omega Psi Phi 
fraternities stepped. 
Both had their court, or sweethearts, 
step in place of the men, and each did 
an excellent job. 
The Kappa ladies came out in 
traditional Kappa colors, and performed 
using the standard Kappa walking 
canes, much to the delight of the 
audience. 
Burma Jam! 




Movies This Week... 
Clip and Save Calend 

































All movies except Sunday are at 7 & 9:30 pm in Grafton- Stovall. Admission : $1.50 w/ID $2.00 w/out 
Sunday Movies: 7:30. Admission: FREE 
Trivia Questions for the week: 1) What are the two classic lines Harry Canyon says right before his love scene with the professor's daughter? 
2) What is the name of Capt. Stern's "angle"? 
The first person to respond correctly receives 2 free movie tickets!!! (One winner per question!) 
CALL THE UPB HOTLINE X6504 
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Compeer 
Local program provides friends for mentally ill 
"fl^ffii Ptfiftf?^ 
Hfuer 
Depression and loneliness can create a vicious 
cycle. 
"We always withdraw from people when they need 
us the worst. It's not that we don't care — we just 
don't understand," said Donna Shickel, executive 
director of Compeer. 
The Compeer program helps to break the cycle for 
persons who suffer from mental illness by providing 
friendship and caring. 
"Friendship is powerful medicine. It will serve 
when nothing else will - just the fact that someone 
else cares about us. There are a lot of mentally ill 
people who have given up on themselves because 
others have given up on them," Shickel said. 
A volunteer is trained in one session and meets 
with the case therapist before visiting the participant. 
Volunteers are asked to make an hour a week 
commitment for a year, but the program can be 
flexible to the individual's needs. 
"The volunteers are expected to be no more than a 
friend to that person. They're not supposed to be a 
therapist," Shickel said. 
JMU Compeer* 
There are seven JMU students and one fraternity 
involved in the Compeer program. 
aWTim/THE BREEZE 
Donna Shickel, director of Compeer program. 
Juniors Merry Sleigh and Paul Sieg have visited a 
mentally ill couple for two years. 
"When I first started I was very apprehensive about 
getting into this program because I didn't know if I 
knew enough to handle this, but there's nothing to 
handle," Sleigh said. "Because of the medication there 
is nothing visibly different about them." 
Compeers can do anything that any other friends 
would do. "Normally wc don't plan anything — wc 
just ask them what they'd like to do that day. 
Usually, we just go to the mall and look around at 
the stores," Sieg said. 
Graduate student, Todd Lanier has been a volunteer 
since 1988. His Compeer friend has progressed from 
hopelessness to learning to drive and buying a car to 
having his own job and apartment. Now, Lanicr's 
friend is also a Compeer volunteer. 
Lanier said the frankness of their friendship is 
refreshing. 
"He is really willing to disclose anything about his 
mental illness. As a result of this we have a very real, 
open relationship," Lanier said. 
Alpha Phi Alpha is the first fraternity to become a 
part of Compeer. They have collectively volunteered 
to be a friend to a single participant. This unique 
situation guarantees the continuation of visits for the 
participant even after the present Alpha Phi Alpha 
members graduate. 
Harrisonburg Affiliate 
According to Shickel the success of the 
Harrisonburg affiliate of Compeer exceeds many of 
COMPEER page 24 
WBOP brings to life the sounds of yesteryear 
Laura L Hutchison 
focus on... editor 
A new sound has been bopping across the airwaves 
since March 2. 
WBOP, digital 106.3 FM, plays music from the 
'50s, '60s and 70s, and Program Director Rich 
Randall said, the "response has been incredible." 
"We did a lot of research and this format is what the 
market called for," Randall said. "And we feel that 
other stations are doing kind of a mixture — trying to 
appeal to the 25 to 54 age group." 
Bob Bums, better known to morning listeners as 
"The Bazooka" said, "The response has been 
incredible. I haven't been a part of a start-up station. 
People have come up to us and said it's about time 
the valley had a good station in the area — something 
different than all the others." 
The 25,000-watt station has a signal which reaches 
as far as Winchester, Charlottesville and Lynchburg. 
The morning drive team of Charly and The 
Bazooka, on the air. from 6 to 10 a.m., is an attempt 
to imitate the style of what some of the large-market 
WBOP page 25 
•4 
GENE CHUUeHil/THE BREEZE 
Rich Randall, program director of WBOP, selects an oldies hit to play on the new station, 106.3 FM. 
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'Dope Education Day' 
highlights eventful 
spring in April 1973 
Spring fever brought many 
different events to Madison College 
in April 1973. 
According to the April 17 edition 
of The Breeze, three Way land Hall 
residents were left homeless after a 
fire broke out in their room. The fire 
started due to a small, portable 
television. 
"The only injury reported was 
sustained by one of the security 
officers when he caught his finger on 
one of the doors he was opening to 
help evacuate the building," wrote 
Kevin Coyle. 
Facing the financial-crisis-before- 
the-summer-job month, many JMU 
students were pleased to read about a 
25-cent haircut available at a local 
barber shop. The barber, Mr. 
Higgenbottom began cutting hair in 
1938 for a quarter and said he never 
saw a need to raise the price. 
"The interview took only a little 
more than five minutes, also the 
average length of time of one of Mr. 
Higgenbottom's haircuts," wrote 
Bob Conroy. 
Finally, students could look 
forward to "Dope Education Day" on 
April 27. Events for the day 
included a pamphlet booth, a band 
concert and a debate on 
"Decriminalization of Drug Use." 
"Various activities will be held 
throughout the day to give students a 
greater understanding of the legal and 
social aspects of drug use." 
Some issues never go away. 
— compiled by Kate 
McFadden and Donna 
Ragsdale 
Compeer  
CONTINUED from page 23 
the 120 Compeer programs 
nationwide. Compeer in Harrisonburg 
has 48 matched friends and is supported 
by the United Way and a once-a-year 
"Skate for Friends." 
"We have three times the volunteers 
with half the budget I attribute that to 
this area, to this community," Shickel 
said. 
Many participants come from a 
history of hospitalization. But in 
Compeer's five years of existence only 
two have been readmitted to a hospital. 
None of the participants have been left 
homeless despite the financial 
difficulty for them to get a job. A fifth 
of Compeer's former or current 
participants have become volunteers. 
Dispelling Myths 
Misunderstandings about mental 
illness are sometimes a problem for 
people not familiar with it. 
"You get a different perspective on 
mental illness [working with Compeer 
friends]. The more I'm around them, 
the more I realize they're not different 
from us at all," Sleigh said. 
Mental illness is not an uncommon 
condition. About one in 25 people 
between the ages of 16 and 25 have 
experienced manic depression and one 
in 100 of the same age group have had 
some form of schizophrenia. 
Mental illness is a biologically based 
condition. "People can't accept the fact 
that the brain can malfunction like any 
other part of the body," Shickel said. 
With medication, people with a 
mental illness can can enjoy a fairly 
normal life. Shickel said the medicine 
they take is not recreational, it is 
necessary. 
"To see the kinds of struggles that 
some of them go through just to do 
basic things, are things we take for 
granted everyday but they continue to 
try and try ami try," Shickel said. 
Friendship can not cure mental 
illness, but it can help a victim 
improve. As the words of "With You 
Beside Me," the theme song for the 
national Compeer program, says, 
"With you beside roe 111 grow strong 
again. Right now I need that faith from 
you." 
For more information about 
Compeer call Donna Lou Shickel at 
434-5219. 
Lifestyles Writers 
There is a meeting tonight at 7 at The Breeze for 
ail currant Lifestyles writers and anyone interested 
In writing feature stories ... guarantied FUN!! 
THE      IV 
GUIDE TO 
You're Going to Want 
♦Free cable 
♦Double beds 
♦Wall to wall carpet 
♦Microwave 
♦Garbage Disposal 
♦Lit parking lots 
♦On sight security 
♦Dead bolts and peepholes 
♦Mini blinds on all windows 





♦Telephone jacks in all bedrooms 
♦2 full size baths 
♦Patios and balconies 
♦Free sewer and water 
♦Full size washer & dryer 
♦Full time maintenance 
to fttxd * 
at 
\o\y <te 
■*■» r.«i x.i«Hk K..J r.'«»jvo»v 
869 Port Republic Road 432-0600 
■ —1 
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SUMMER STORAGE 
■City Po«k« owl Pro Protection "Close to )MU 
MINI 








April 10th thru 16th 
Grand Opening of 





1/4 lb. HAMBURGER 
100% AMERICAN BEEF 
WITH THE WORKS 
910 Reservoir St. 
Harrisonburg 
432-2333 (BEEF) 
Open Daily at 10 A.M. 
WE^OUR CUSTOMERS!! 
WBOR. 
COtWHUED from page 23 
stations in Washington, D.C. and 
Atlanta do. 
"We want to have a morning team 
that's going to be fun and have fun and 
try to get the people involved in it," 
Randall said. 
Burns said, "We're trying to make 
people laugh and make them relax. 
They know they've got to go to work 
and we're trying to keep them 
entertained and make them want to get 
up, get going and have fun. We're 
trying to put an image out that we're 
having fun so they can have fun." 
JMU students have become involved 
with the station, as well. Felix Pages, 
Scou Clark, Beth Pugh and Chris 
Holloway all work as part-time air 
talent on Saturdays and Sundays, as 
well as filling in for full-time staff 
during vacations. 
And Randall said they will continue 
to hire college students. 
"That's how I started, too. Someone 
gave me a chance in commercial radio, 
part-time, and that's the only way you 
can move up in what you want to do," 
he said. 
Randall is currently looking for 
students who would be interested in 
working at the station this summer. 
But WBOP wants to be more than 
just a radio station. 
"We want to be out there helping 
each other and being part of the 
community," Randall said. "We don't 
want to just be a radio station and play 
their classic oldies and that's it." 
Already, they have been involved in 
the American Heart Association's 
Celebrity Waiter a la Heart and 
co-sponsored a SK run in Staunton. 
They also did a live remote for Skate 
for Friends which raised money for the 
Compeer program, a local organization 
that pairs volunteers with mentally ill 
participants. WBOP staff also answered 
phones at a WVPT fundraiser. 
Nancy Kyler, head of promotions for 
the station said, "Our station really has 
an emphasis on fun and community 
involvement. We want to be out there 
with the community helping with 
non-profit organizations." 
Kyler said the station would be glad 
to help out with events and fundraisers 
held by JMU organizations. 
Randall said he thinks the future is 
bright for WBOP. 
"In radio, people are always ready for 
a new adventure," he said. "Everyone 
has been really ready to take on what 
we're going to do and be the best we 
can and be number one in our market. 
"Our philosophy is to have energy, 
to have fun and to win. 
Programming-wise we're trying to be 
different . . . we're not just a regular 
oldies station. We're trying to bring 
out fun in the oldies format, where 
people are going to be interested in 
what we have to say." 
Burns said, "People are saying that it 
was about time we got some 
good-time rock and roll in the area. I've 
heard comments about our 
professionalism and people hearing 
songs they haven't heard on other 
oldies stations. 
"Of course we always get those MC 
Hammer comments and Madonna — 
they're glad they don't have to listen to 
that stuff anymore. 
"I've been real happy with the 
response. I've worked at a lot of 
stations and I've never seen a response 
like we've gotten here. Everybody's 
boppin' to the oldies." 
Anyone interested in working at 
WBOP can contact Rich Randall. 
Organizations interested in having 
WBOP help out with fundraisers, call 
Nancy Kyler. The phone number at 
WBOP is 432-1063. 
- 
—*•■ 
GDC CHUNBXI/THE BREEZE 
Located on Route 11 South, WBOP started its broadcasting on March 2. 
1 
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ssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss? 
Sponsored by the Department of Theatre and Dance 
Latimer-Shacffer Theatre 
Duke Hall, 




Lets Make a Deal 
dreams... 




the audience is 
screaming at me, 
NO, NO 











Sunday, April 14 — 3 pm $4 _ General Admission 
Monday, April 15 — 8 pm        $2 - Senior citizens, children and with JMU I.D. 
Room 108, Music Building 
For information and 
reservations call 
JMU-7000 
$2 discount for people 
under 12. over 60 or with 
a JMU Access Card. 
>ssssss 
Hunters    Ridge    Condominium    unit       are 
designed    to    comfortably    house    up    to    four 
individuals    per    unit    while    offering-    maximum 
privacy   for    each    student. 
^ Completely equipped kitchen, including: 
Microwave, Dishwasher, Refrigerator w/ 
Ice-maker and Range 
♦ Easy walking distance to campus 
^ Washer/Dryer in each unit 
♦ On-site Property Management 
^ Harrisonburg bus service to and from 
campus 
Each Hunters Ridge Unit Features: 
^Full-lengthed mirrored closet doors 
^Private decks or patios 
^Two full baths 
^Cleaning service 
^Sand volleyball and Basketball courts 
^ Hunters Ridge Housing Scholarship Program 
^ Custom blinds in all windows 
Furnished & Unfurnished Units 
Available Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. 
 Rents range from $185-$210    CALL 434-5150 tor additional informatioi 
Hunters Ridge Management 
715 Port Republic Road 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
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Dukes, Seahawks split doubleheader 
Woody picks up win for JMU, with five 
inning performance, moves to 5-1 
Di.Alen& 
Christian Munson  
stcffiwrtiers 
After splitting Saturday's 
doubleheader with East Carolina, the 
JMU baseball team again split 
Sunday's doubleheader, this dme with 
UNC-Wilmington. 
The Dukes dropped me first game of 
the afternoon 8-4, but were able to 
control the second game throughout, 
and won 7-3, moving their season 
record to 18-14. They are now 7-7 in 
the Colonial Athletic Association. 
The Dukes struck first in the opener 
when catcher Mike Hubbard hit a 
two-run home run in the third inning, 
his fourth of the year. Going into the 
sixth. Dukes starter Larry Mitchell 
kept Wilmington off the scoreboard by 
holding the Seahawks to only one hit, 
with JMU leading 2-0. 
Things got tough for the sophomore 
right-hander in that same inning when, 
with the bases loaded, UNC-W left 
fielder Sal D'Esposito punched a 
two-run double to tie the game. JMU 
head coach Ray Heatwole then pulled 
Mitchell for junior Hugh Broomall. 
Broomall gave up a run-scoring single 
to the first man he faced, Seahawk 
center fielder Perry Currin. 
Wilmington's next batter, second 
baseman Mark Chamberlain, cleared 
the bases with a three-run shot into the 
right field trees, giving the Seahawks a 
6-2 lead. In JMLTs half of the sixth, 
the Dukes were able to close the lead 
when left fielder Dwight Rowe broke 
his recent slump with a two-run 
homer. "It hasn't been physical, and it 
hasn't been the way I'm swinging the 
bat," said Rowe about the slump. "I 
think I just finally concentrated and 
SPLIT page 29 
GENE CHWNEUJ/THE BREEZF 
JMU second baseman Rob Mummau awaits a throw Saturday vs. ECU. 
-<. 
Scherer era begins 
with spring practice 
lyiayirtce Jones 
VMSHA HUNT/THE BREEZE 
Tom Green (3) will battle Eriq Williams for the starting QB spot. 
stcffwriter 
The crunching of helmets and 
shrill of whistles could be heard 
again from Bridgeforth Stadium this 
past week as the JMU football team 
opened its 1991 spring practice. 
A new era has begun for JMU 
football. The Dukes are in their 
first spring prat ice in six years 
without former head coach Joe 
Purzycki at the helm. Purzycki 
resigned under pressure from the 
University in November. 
Rip Scherer, hired last December 
as Purzycki's replacement, has 
taken over a team that went 5-6 last 
season and had problems keeping 
the ball out of the hands of its 
defensive opponents. The Dukes 
turned the ball over 31 times last 
season, and Scherer is looking to 
combat those turnovers by going 
back to the basics. 
"The emphasis is more on the 
individual fundamentals and 
technique," Scherer said. "We want 
to improve the fundamental base 
now so that our football team has a 
chance to get better in August." 
Scherer was the offensive 
coordinator at the University of 
Arizona before getting the top job 
at JMU. He has shelved last 
season's multi-bone attack that 
averaged 253 yards on the ground 
and 124 in the air and has intoduced 
in its place an I-formalion offense. 
The I becomes the third offense 
the Dukes have had to learn in the 
last three seasons. According to 
Scherer, the key to the team's 
adjustment begins at quarterback, 
where returning starter Eriq 
Williams has the number one soot 
now, but will be challenged by 
backup Tom Green and 
strong armed John Gaylord. 
Said Scherer, "I'm pleased with 
the understanding. I think the 
quarterbacks are really trying hard to 
understand what we're doing 
philosophically. And if we can 
establish a philosophical 
foundation, the rest will come." 
One difference between last 
season's offense and the team's new 
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Green Valley 
Book Fair •^^ 
Over 250,000 New Books 
All at 60% - 90% off retail 
'The east coast's #1 Book Clearance Center" 
Featuring Current Best Sellers. Childrens1. Cook 
BOOKS, History* Literature, Fiction, plus 
all other subjects. 
Last Weekend Until July 
Sat., April 13 (9am - 5pm) • Sun., April 14 (noon - 5pm) 
Old Book Bam Open This Weekend 
Located:2mites;©asrofMt. Crawford. Wl. Exit 61, 
tum east on Rt. 682. Watch for signs. Only 1 1/2 mite off 1-81. 
_ Our Only Location" 
Green Valley Book Fair Inc. 
(703) 434-4260 
Spring Special^!! 
Mixed floral bouquets   $3.49 
Single stem roses $1.69 
Buy two 12 oz. sodas and SAVE 5(K i 
(reg. 55* each) 
Visit Mister Chips for Spring Specials store-wide! 
Your on-campus headquarters for snacks, 
beverages, newspapers, magazines, canay, 
bagels, balloons,film, ice,makeup, and 
much, much more! 
Don't forget Secretaries'Week April 22-26 
Make someone smile! 





Introducing the affordable Personal LaserWriter LS. 
Now you can get impressive, professional- 
looking documents without having to wait in 
long lines to use the laser printer over at the 
computer lab. 
The Personal LaserWriter' LS printer is the 
most affordable Apple' LaserWriter ever. It has 
the power to let you produce crisp text and 
rich, liigh-definition graphics at a rate of up 
to four pages per minute. 
And, perhaps best of all, its from Apple - 
designed so now you can get everything out 
of a Macintosh' computer that Apple 
built into it. Not just the power to look ff 
)^best.Thepowertobe)ourbest: \ W 
For farther information visit 
JMU Bookstore* 568-3989 
Warren Campus Center 
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look is at the end of the offensive line. 
In the mult-bone there was little use 
for the tight end postion while in the 
I formation, the tight end is a vital part 
of both the running and passing game. 
Without a true tight end, the Dukes 
have had to switch a couple of players 
out of their natural positions in hopes 
of finding a starter. 
There shouldn't be a tremendous 
change in the Dukes' defensive makeup 
because the services of Jim Pletcher, 
the Dukes defensive coordinator the 
past six seasons, were retained by 
Scherer. Pletcher, the only assistant 
from Purzycki's staff that was kept, 
was retained for good reason. JMU's 
defense has ranked in the nation's I-AA 
top twenty in each season Pletcher has 
been at the helm. 
Currently, the coaching staff seems 
to be pleased with the progress of their 
highly-touted defense. 
"[Defense is] where we have more 
experience. We've got some guys that 
have some leadership on defense, that 
fly around and get after the ball and 
that's what we're looking for," Scherer 
said. "We're looking for fanatical effort 
and guys that are going to give us that, 
and at the same lime execute." 
Scherer is expecting positive results 
from his talented core of linebackers. 
"Shannon Vissman is a solid player 
and I think our outside linebacker 
group is a real strength in [Richard] 
Bryant and [Deon] Foxx and [Shane] 
Henson," Scherer said. 
Overall, Scherer is encouraged by the 
performance and effort of his team in 
its first week of practice. 
"I'm pleased with some of the 
execution we've had. We are a little bit 
ahead of schedule in some areas and a 
little behind in some too, but that's to 
be expected," Scherer said. "The thing 
I'm really pleased with is the kind of 
attitude that we're showing. The guys 
are really working hard." 
The spring tuneup will conclude 
April 19 with an intrasquad practice. 
The NCAA has cut the spring session 
down this year from last allowing only 
IS practices in a 21-day period from 20 
practices in a 36-day period There also 
are five less contact days, down from 
IS to 10. The cutbacks include all 
Division I teams. 
Split 
T 
869 Port Republic Road 432*0600 
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beared down, and I saw the ball well." 
This was as close as JMU would get, 
because UNC-W added two insurance 
runs in the seventh inning to finish off 
the first game. 
In the second half of the 
doubleheader, starter Kevin Woody 
turned in five strong innings en route 
to the win. 
Woody gave up two runs on six hits 
while striking out a career-high seven 
batters. He was relieved in the sixth by 
Brett Misavage, who went the final 
two innings for the Dukes, holding the 
Seahawks scoreless on only one hit. 
Woody improved to 5-1 with the win. 
His team-low ERA actually rose to 
1.38. 
Again, JMU struck first with a 
combination of base hits by Hubbard 
and shortstop Kevin Sisk. After 
reaching third base, Hubbard was able 
to score on a fielder's choice when Sisk 
attempted to steal second. The 
Seahawks answered immediately with a 
base-hit single that scored a runner in 
the second inning, tying the score. 
In the bottom of the second, 
Wilmington self-destructed. David 
Morrisson, the starting pitcher for the 
Seahawks walked Kurt Johnson with 
the bases loaded, scoring a run for the 
Dukes. Morrison then proceeded to 
throw a wild pitch, allowing JMU to 
score another run. The Dukes never 
looked back as they sent their entire 
lineup to the plate in the third inning 
to score four runs and increase their 
lead to 7-1. The Seahawks scored two 
more runs in the later innings, but 
were unable to close the margin. 
After Sunday's- games, Heatwole 
wasn't particularly pleased with his 
team's performance. 
"This was the last chance, other than 
the Richmond series, for us to beat a 
team above us in the conference, and 
we felt like we had to win two today," 
Heatwole said. "I think that we dug 
ourselves a hole." 
Heatwole expressed concern about 
how these losses will affect his team's 
placement in the CAA conference 
tournament. 
"We don't want to be seeded in that 
second bracket," he said. "We got to 
win these conference games. When you 
back yourself in a comer, you've got to 
fight or you're going to get buried. It 
still comes down to the tournament. I 
don't want to be seeded four or five, I 
want to be two or three, and I really 
want to be two. We have a chance." 
The Dukes play again Tuesday at 
Virginia Military Institute and return 
home to play Maryland on Wednesday 
afternoon. 
WANNA WRITE SPORTS? 
Come to the Sports staff meeting Tuesday 
at 8 p.m. at the Breeze 
- <. 








James Madison University 
Commission on Community 
Why a Statement of Community Values... 
"The latent causes of faction are thus sown in the nature of 
humankind; and we see them every where bought into different degrees of 
activity, according to the different circumstances of civil society. A zeal for 
different opinions concerning religion, concerning government, . . . an 
attachment to different leaders, ...has turned us into factions much more 
disposed to vex and oppress each other, than to co-operate for the common 
good... 
There are two methods of removing the causes of faction: the one by 
destroying the liberty which is essential to its existence; the other, by giving 
toeverycitizenthesameoptions,thesamepassions,andthesameinterests." 
James Madison (paraphrased from The 
Federalist Papers) 
Last summer President Ronald E. Carrier created the Commission on Community. The general charge 
of the commission is to promote a university climate recognizing the rights and privileges of all individuals, 
void of connotations of inferiority and superiority, and an environment in which all members of the 
community treat each other with dignity and civility. 
The Commission seeks to foster equality and diversity throughout the univeristy community and values 
individual differences including but not limited to race, gender, creed, age, culture, national origin, disability, 
and sexual orientation. 
A specific charge to the commission was to develop a statement of community values. To date two 
such statements have been formulated for consideration by the James Madison University Community. The 
Commission on Community invites you to comment on the statements and to attend a Town Meeting April 8, 
in Grafton-Stovall from 3-5 p.m. to hear and discuss the comments received. 
Statement of Community Values #1 
James Madison University is an academic community dedicated to 
the highest standards of scholarship, personal integrity, responsible 
conduct and respect for the individual. 
We hold among our foremost common values: 
—   the importance of personal integrity 
the right of every individual to be treated with dignity and 
respect at all times 
the acceptance and appreciation of diversity in our com- 
munity with regard to age, disability, ethnicity, gender, 
national origin, race, religion and sexual orientation 
—    the freedom of intellectual inquiry in the pursuit of truth. 
Statement of Community Values #2 
James Madison University values the diversity of every member of 
the university community and is committed to providing an equitable 
atmosphere that encourages participation by all. Patterns of interaction 
may inadvertently communicate preconceptions about individual abili- 
ties based on age, disability, ethnicity, gender, national origin, race, 
religion and sexual orientation. These patterns are due in part to 
personal differences and each individual should be sensitive to being 
equitable in the opportunities provided other members of the university 
community to contribute their own ideas and creativity. 
Of equal importance to equity in the community is the need to attend 
to potential devaluation of any individual that can occur by reference to 
demeaning stereotypes of any group and/or overlooking the contribu- 
tions of a particular group. Jokingat theexpenseof any groupcreatesan 
inhospitable environment and is inappropriate. 
It is the responsibility of all individuals to review their behaviors to 
ensure that all members of the community are treated equitably and not 
discouraged or devalued based on their differences. 
•»--»> 
-Detach here 
Mall to: Commission on Community; c/o Joanne M. Pearson, Chair; Moody 219A 
James Madison University, Harrisonburg, VA 22807 
"I approve of the Statement of Community Values as written."        □ Statement #1      □ Statement #2 
"I would like to amend the Statement of Community Values as follows:" (attach additional comments on separate paper) 
lama 
Signature (optional). 
student    staff member  faculty member   administrator    alum 
An open forum to discuss community values can be accessed on the VAX through BB COMMUNITY. 
Attend the Town Meeting April 8, in Grafton-Stovall from 3.00 to 5 M p.m. to hear and discuss the 
comments received. 
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SPORTSfflGHUGHTS 
□more to speak at banquet 
Len Elmorc, currently a CBS basketball 
analyst and formerly a standout at the University 
of Maryland will speak at the JMU men's 
basketball banquet April 17. 
The banquet is open to the public and will 
begin at 7 p.m. at the Convocation Center. 
Reservations can be made by calling the ticket 
office at 568-3835 and must be made by April 
12. 
The banquet will feature, in addition to 
Elmore's speech, the presentation of the JMU 
men's basketball team awards. 
Elmorc, who played under JMU head coach 
Lefty Driesell at Maryland in the early 1970s, 
was an All-American as a senior in 1973-74. He 
scored 957 points and had 1,053 rebounds in 
three Maryland seasons. 
He was a first-round National Basketball 
Association draft choice, he earned a law degree 
from Harvard University, and he is currently a 
New York City attorney and a college basketball 
commentater for CBS. 
JMU to Retire Haley's Number 
The number of former JMU football standout 
Charles Haley wul be retired during die Greater 
Madison, Inc., athletic banquet April 26 at the 
JMU Convocation Center. Tickets for the 
banquet may be reserved on a space-available 
basis. Reservations may be made by calling 
568-3979 by April 15. 
In addition to ceremonies honoring Haley, 
JMTJs male and female athletes of the year and 
male and female scholar athletes of the year will 
be recognized at the banquet Former major 
league baseball manager and current St Louis 
Cardinals vice president Whitey Herzog will be 
the guest speaker. 
Haley, who wore the number 87 at JMU, was 
the first JMU player to receive Division I-AA 
first-team All-America honors in football, and he 
was the first Duke to be selected in the NFL. He 
has been a leading member of two Super Bowl 
championship teams with the San Francisco 
49ers, and he has been selected to play in three 
pro-bowl games. 
Purzyckl to leave JMU and take 
Job as bank executive 
Former JMU football coach Joe Purzycki is 
leaving JMU and the world of football to take a 
job as a vice president for a Northeastern bank. 
Purzycki, who coached the Dukes for six 
seasons and compiled an overall record of 34-30-2 
at JMU, resigned with one year left on his 
contract. He was to spend his final year as an 
athletic administrator but never started at the 
position. 
Purzycki told Harrisonburg's Doi/y 
News-Record that he met with athletic director 
Dean Ehlers last week and has mailed the school 
a letter of resignation. 
He did not Mine the bank and does not know 
where he will be assigned, 
m 




Wilson (N.C.) Country Club- Par 
72 
Team Standings: 
East Carolina 304-292-292-888 




Richmond 304-304-311-919    f 
UNC Wilmington 
307-310-305-922 




Kevin South 75-78-74-227 
Jeff Forbes 78-79-73-230 
Hill Mallory 79-79-73-231 
Chad Bales 75-74-83-232 
Rich Hannah 85-78-79-242 
MEN'S 
TRACK AND HELD 
April 6 at Liberty University 
Steve Mengel- Decathalon- 
Fourth- 6.498 points (Qualifies 
forIC4A Championships) 
April 6 at Colonial Relays 
(Williamsburg, Va.) 
Jerry Roney- second in 400-meter 
hurdles- 53.01 
Jerry Roney- fourth in 100-meter 
dash-10.83 (qualifies for IC4A 
Championships) 
Kelly Hawkins- fifth in 100-meter 
dash-10.94 (qualifies for IC4A 
Championships) 
Distance Medley relay- third- 
9.55.0 (Rob Hoadley. Kelly 
Hawkins, Claud Gibson. Paul 
Moye) 
3,200 Meier Relay- second- 
7.32.1- (Chrfl Bir, Rob Hoadley. 
Claud Gibson. Matt Holthaus) 
Sprint Medley Relay- second- 
3.23.2 (Kelly Hawkins, Jerry 
Roney. Marcell Davis. Paul 
Moye) 
1,600 Meter Relay- fourth- 
3.13^40 (Jerry Roney. Kelly 
Hawkins. Marcel Davis. Rob 
Hoadley) 
MEN'S TENNIS 
April 6-at Wake Forest 
University 
JMU 5, Appalachian State 
• 
Singles: 
1. Steve Sccord (JMU) d BUI 
Plautz 6-0.6-0. 
2. Matt Goetz(JMU) d. Greg Dulin 
6-3.6-0. 
3. Harris Rosenblatt (JMU) d. 
Zack Bell 6-4,6-2. 
4. Jamie Samuel (JMU) won by 
default. 
Doubles: 
1. Marc Brix-Jamie Perna (JMU) 
d. Heath Marston- J.C Moeller 
6-1.6-3. 
Richmond 3, JMU 1 
1 Joe Clemente (UR) d. Marc Brix 
6-4.6-2. 
2. Steve Secord (JMU) d. Tony 
DiNardo6-4,6-4. 
3.Mau Goetz (JMU) d. Sean Byrne 
6-1.6-1. 
4.Mike Smith (UR) d. Sean White 
4-6.6-0.6-2. 
Doubles: 
1. Tareck Kadrie-Robert Goergen 
(UR) d. Harris Rosenblatt- Jamie 
Samuel 6-1, 6-4. 
Wake Forest 3, JMU 2 
Singles: 
1. Jorge Sedeno (WF) d. Steve 
Secord 6-4.6-3. 
2.Matt Goetz (JMU) d. Christian 
Guhl5-7.6-4.6-l. 
3. Sean White (JMU) d. Brian 
Powell 7-5,6-1. 
4. Lawrence Kiey (WF) d. Jamie 
Samuel 6-2, 6-1. 
Doubles: 
1. Siggi Degler- Mike Dilworth 
(WF) d. Marc Brix- Harris 
Rosenblatt 7-6, 6-2. 
George Washington 3, JMU 
1 
Singles: 
Michael Rubner (GW) d. Steve 
Secord 4-6.6-4.6-2 
2. M att Goetz (JMU) d. Matt 
Spiegel 6-3.6-4. 
3.Jim Polis (GW) d. Sean white 
7-6,7-6. 




1. Charles Reiney (F) d. Steve 
Secord 6-3, 7-5. 
2. Ashley Gaines (F) d. Matt 
Goetz 6-1.6-4. 
3. Sean Whin (JMU) d. Morgan 
Buffing ton 6-1,6-4. 
4. Clint Van Valkenburgh (F) A 
Harris Rosenblatt 6-2 6-7.6-1. 
Doubles: 
1. Marc Brix- Jamie Samuel (JMU) 
d. Andy Case- Scott Line 6-4.6-3. 
WOMEN'S 
GYMNASTICS 
April 6.1991, Athens Ga. 




31st in floor exercise (9.25 
points) 
12th in balance beam (9.6) 
35th in uneven parallel bars 
(925) 
28th in vault (9.25) 
13th in all-around (3735 points, 
JMU record, (old record 3725) 
LHsTOtiftRHaH. 
April 7.1991. University Park. Pa. 
James Madison  2-3 - 5 
Perm Stale ..„ _ ..13.4 ..17 
Scoring—JMU:Maguire(2). Notte(l) 
Campbell (1), Bianco (1) 
PSU: Foksy (4). Smith (2), Blood (3). 
Sweeney (4), Kokmgowski (2). Hoysted 
(1). Salamon(l) 
Shots on goal—JMU 18, PSU 29. 
Saves—JMU: Moran 9; PSU: Young 6, 
Mangino 2. 
Assists—JMU: Maguire 2 Lupo 1; PSU: 
Smith 4, Hoysted 1, Kokmgowski 1, 
Foley2, Blood 1. 
REC REPORT 
Skatenight— 
Skate rentals are only a $1 with a 
JMU Access Card from 7:30 to 
10:00 Thursday April 11. 
Employment Opportunities 
Graduate Assistantships available 
in Aerobics and Informal 
Recreation; Intramurals and 
Publicity; Sports Club and 
Instructional Programs; and 
Facilities Management and 
Personnel Superviser. Closing 
date for applications is April 30 
and starting date is August 16. For 
more information contact the 
Recreational Activities Office. 
Godwin 213, ext. 6669. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
CONCERNING ALL JOB 
OPfOsTTUNmES CONTACT THE 
RECREATIONAL OFFICE IN 
GODWIN 213. EXT. 6669. 
FOR OTHER OPERATIONAL 
HOURS ABD A COMPLETE 
SCHEDULE OF ALL 
RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES. 
PICK UP SCHEDULE CARDS IN 
GODWIN 213. 
FOR UP TO DATE 
INFORMATION, CALL THE REC 
HOTLINE x7300. 
- 
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University Class Organization Elections 
Tuesday, April 9 
10-5 p.m. 
Grafton'Stovall Theatre 
Come out and vote for your class 
officers and UCO executive council 
npliw 
IT lb      Where Music 
'm    P Lives In 
9 Harrisonburg 
171 North Main St.  Harrisonburg, VA 
NEW MUSIC HOTLINE NUMBER!!! (703) 433-TUNE 
BLUE 
RIDGE ̂  
WOMEN'S 
HEALTH CENTER 
1840 SOUTH MAIN STREET 



















Educational Literature To Take Home 
Professional Staff To Talk With 
Refreshments 








Mammogram       Exercise Video 
^Cardiovascular Fitness Test 
Set Point Weight 
Loss Program 
:i; I: 
"Our furniture's comfortable 
and it's really nice having your 
own washer and dryer." 
"We've got lots of room... 4 
bedrooms and 2 full baths'." 
"It's really convenient... 
close to campus, shopping, 
everything." 
"Maintenance is no hassle... 
usually same day service!" 
"Pat and Ron * are great, 
always helpful and fast." * Rat 
Newman - Manager and Ron 
Oram - Maintenance 
Supervisor. 
Ashby Crossing is the only 
student apartment community 
really worth talking about. 
And there's more to be said. 
G>me visit us today we'll tell 
you all about it. 
12,35 -F Devon Lane 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
(703)432-1001 f£*| 
Protasonaty managed by SnyOerMgri ijt&nS 
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CALVIN & HOBBES/Bill Watterson THE FAR SWE/Gary Larson 
NO, REA.OTVE 
WX£ BOOK,OK? 
CALVIN. TVHJES A 
HUNDRED MOPE PAGES 
AND ITS LATE. YfelL 





GEE, SOU MUST\  I KWE TO WRITE 
REAU.S LIKE   /    A PAPER ON ir 
TVUS.    .—A.      TOMORROW. 
SOU KNOW WHAT 1NE NOTKED, 
HOBBS? THINGS DONT BUG 
——-, sbo IF lew DONY 
r^\ I TUWK AWiUT THE* 
SO FROM NOW ON, I SIMPLS 
YtoNT TMINK. ABOUT M<W«NG 
I DoNT UVCE, 
ANO IU BE 
HAPPM Ml THE 
WHICH OF US IS GOING TO 
G\VE UP FIRST? ft MKMS 
GOING TO 6\ME UP AND STOP 
WMHtNG, OR AM I GOING 
TO GNE UP AND GO INSIDE ? 
SO FAR, ITS UNDECIDED,BUT 
TM DETERMINED TO WIN.' 
OOHT SOU THINK. 





M>. I PRETTY 
Jfc I •\   \ AFTERNOON. His rifle poised, Gus burst through the door, 
stopped, and listened. Nothing but the gentle sound 
of running water and the rustling of magazines 
could be heard. The trail, apparently, had been false. 
"Well, I guess that ain't a bad story — but let me tell 
you about the time I toaf this!" 
SCUZ/BobWhisonant 
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TORRENT 
4 BR, 2 Bath Condo - University Place, W/D. 
range, dishwasher, microwave, refrigerator, 
furnished. Available Aug. 1. 1991. Cal (703) 
594 2277. 
Ml. View Drive Townhouse - 5 BRs, 
furnished, walking distance, $190/mo. each. 
1-year lease (8/91 - 8/92). W/D, (703) 
450-5008. 
Apti. - Good location, walk to classes. 1 
block from JMU. Living room, kitchen with 
appliances. 1 BR with 2 closets, carpeted, 
laundry facilities, storage, private parking. 
$320/mo., limit 2 people. Tenant pays utilities. 
No pals. Available June t. 1981. 434-7373. 
after 6 pm 867-9393. 
Cheepl University Plan, 4 BR, walk JMU, 
only S175. Furnished, new paint/Carpet, 
microwave,  dishwasher. W/D.  M/F,  Brad, 
(703) 378 1722 coiled. 
I - 4 BRs, 2 baths, W/D included. 
Good location. 434 7956 after 4.30 pm. 
Collage. Station ft Unlvariity Place 
$$$$$ Discount leases available 
now tor 1991-92 term. 3 stories, 4 
BRs. My fumished,(W/D included). 
Ideal location within blocks ol JMU. 
Groups ol 4 or 5. For more into., 
please cal 432-6541 after 5 pm. 
May/Summer - 3 rooms, University Place. 
$110/rcom. Call 564-0660. 
J-M Apt*. - 2 BR. $350. 3 BRs. $450. 4 BR 
house, $500,434-1847 
Looking For • Students - Share large 
house, private BRs 434-6447 
2 RoommatM For 3 BR Apt - In University 
Place starting in August. 1-year lease. Fury 
furnished. W/D. Cal Kalhy, 433-0688. 
4 BR House - With large kitchen and living 
room, bath & a half. $165/parson « equal 
share ol utMies. June to June lease and 
.433-1873 
Girls - College Station, 4 BR townhouse 
compWety furnished. Walk to campus.10 mo. 
i. Call (703) 821-3771  
Closest to JMU 
Fully furnished condo 
Rented by the room\Call 
after 6 pm for appt. 
434-3509 
FranMn St. Sublet - May - Aug. "91. 
Spacious, partially lurnished apt. for 
responsible tenant. Female only. Price 
negotiable. Call Marcy. 433-8932. 
May/Summer Sublet - Furnished apt.. 10 
min. walk to campus. AC, W/D. $125. Chris. 
5644380.  
Room's) To Sublet Hay I Summer - Ashby 
Crossing Apts. Call Jennifer, 4334791. 
University Court 3 BR, 2-1/2 baths, lull-size 
W/D. Available furnished or unfurnished. July 
1. Call Stella, 434-1876. 
SSSShhhhh 
If s the quiet apt community. 
PARK APTS. 




- Our utiirfy package is one of tie best 
Soooo much more at Park. 
433-2621 
EHO 
Girls - Madson Square, 3 BR townhouse, 
completely lurnished. Walk to campus. 10 mo. 
e. Call (703) 821-3773. 
3 BR, 2 Bath Furnished Apt - 44G 
University Place, near JMU, May 15, 
occupancy. $570Vmo. 434-3780  
To  Sublet   Summer  At  Ashby 
Crossing. $130 negotiable. 432-1254 
Female Subtotter Fal "91 - Campus 
Condos. Great location. $200.432-1254. 
Brand New Townhouses - 4 BR. 2 bath, 
fuHy equipped kitchen, W/D. AC, furnished or 
unfurnished. Individual leases. 1 block from 
JMU main campus. 433-2615 or 432-9685. 
Rent Otde MM - 3 rooms avatar* for 
summer. Negotiable. Cal Jen or Jeanette, 
584-1257. 
Sublet May/Cuwaiir - 2 rooms. Otde Sal 
Rent negotiable. 433-4852  
kby A Summer - Females only. PnVato 
room A bath. 10-rnkwts watt to campus. 
$125/mo. Cal Robyn, 434-7291. 
4 BR Condo - Furnished, DW, microwave, 
TV. desks, cashes. Individual leases. 
$185/mo. negotiable. Available 8-16-91. Cal 
434-3108 after 5 pm. 
r Sublet - The Commons, 3 BR. Rent 
negotiable. Maria. Bianca. 5644341. 
Well Kept Condo 
Available Aug. 23 
3 BR, 2 bath, close to JMU 
Water, sewer & trash collection 
included in rent. $140-180. 
For details call 434-6866. 
Low*/ 3 BR Hoeaa - Close to campus. Very 
reasonable.   Cal   ASAP.   433-3807   or 
434 3002.  
Sublet - May/summer, Campus Condos, 
females wanted, $100. Cal 564-17441 
Furnished apt Ashby 
Crossing, price negotiable. Andrea, 432-1387. 
Wifc To Campus - Large 4 BR home has 2 
rooms available for 2 non-smoking woman. 
Fal 11. $200/mo. ♦ utilities. Amenities 
include W/D, microwave, large closets. 5-10- 
rmnule walk to campus. Cal Cathy, 433-6934 
or Rob T. (703) 528-3600 in Arington. Va. 
Sublet May - 2 BR. Cal Trevor. 432-1606. 
FOR RENT 
1 BR Apt $315 
Month to Month lease. Lite New 
Dutchmil Court (4 blocks) 
Non partiers 
2 BR Apt Aug. 1st $425 
Dutchmil Court, Year lease 
Non-partiers, Lots of extras 
3 BR Duplex, June 1st, $480 
Rosedale Subdivision, 
1 mle beyond Howard Johnson 
Restaurant on Port Rd. 
Real nice, has everything + large 




Mey/Suwnwr   Sublet   -   Hunters   Ridge 
townhouse. tlOQAoom. Chris. 5644662. 
Commons Apt Available May Thru August 
- Rant negotiable. Ask for Mary, 4334854. 
Country Club Court - 3 Br. 1-1/2 bath, AC, 
let, ktriien appkanca 
i June 1.833-2002 
Sublet May -August Or Any Com binitlon- 
$180/mo. negotiable. Tom, 564-0542. 
Sublet   May/Summer  -  4   rooms,   The 
Commons. $125 ♦ utilities. 432-0183 
OW MM - Rooms available. Double beds. 
New price, negotiable. 433-5542  
Sublet Hunter Ridge Apt - May. summer. 
$100. Cal Malisa, 432-0863. 
RoommatM Needed For 4 BR luly 
furnished apt. Free cable, double beds 1 
more. Cal 432-0800. 
3 BR Apt - 2 bbeks from JMU. By the room 
$150 ♦ share of utiRies. 434-3882 
4 BR, 2 Bath Houae - $500.434-3882 
2 BRs In Otde Mil For May/Summer - Rent 
negotiable. Cal 433-7915. 
4BRApL 
Rented by the room 
W/D & fireplace 
10-minute walk to campus 
$150VBR. 
Call after 6 pm for appt.434-3509 
Sublet May a Summer - Hunters Ridge 
townhouse. 1-4 rooms avaiable furnished. 
Mark. 5644071.  
5 BR Hunlers Ridge - May - August. Price 
negotiable. Cal 434-0876. 
Large Duplex - 4+ BRs. 2 baths. 
frrrstoelrMaeon. (703) 521-781Z  
4 BR Apt - 1155 S. Main. W/D. (703) 
521-7812  
2 Brick Detached Houae - W. Market 1 
block oil S. High, one 6 BR. one 8 BR. W/D. 
adequate parking. (703) 521-7812. 
4 BR Houae - 581 Norwood near Ckwertaal 
Shopping Canter. W/D, plenty of off-sheet 
parking. (703) 521-7812 
feme Yew Rent! 2 moms Hunter's 
townhouse. May - August Cal 433-7035. 
Unawshy Place - 4 BR. 2 bath, hit/ 
lurnished, W/D, AC, deck, new paint, 
walpepar, closet organizers. Good location, 
must see. Available June 1. 1991. Cal 
433-7425 or (70M 6700523. 
1/2 Block From Campus 
On Grace 
New apts. for 4. 
4 BR, 2 bath, cable, W/D, 
micTOwave.Group or individuals 
S22SVBR. 
432-1775 after 6 pm. 
Sublet May - July - 1 BR, fury furnished, 
price negotiable, females. 564-1668 
May/Summer - Otde Ml. Cheap rent, 
negotiable. Cal Chris. 564-1569. 
Hunters Ridge Townhouse - 4 BR, 2 Irving 
rooms, quality lumlure, al appliances, 
individual leases, for 6791-92. Simply the best I 
433-1333 evenings. 
toy/Summer - Gratfity House. $110/mo. 
negotiable. Martha. 4344475 after 6 pm. 
Nags  Head  Area  Student  Housing  - 
Available for summer employment al the 
Beach. Cal Seagate neatly. (918) 441-3127. 
New Student Housing Under Construction 
For Fal 1981 - Conveniently located, 
amenities galore! Sign a lease with your 
group of 4 by May 1 a receive a free color TV 
from the owner. What a deal! Cal Cotdwed 
Banker Horsley A Constable Property 
Management. 434-1173 or 652-8540. 
Hunter's Ridge - Harrtoonburgs finest 
student Mmmunity otters a wide variety of 
floor plans A pries ranges to meat your 
housing needs. Check us out before you sign. 
43»et3B 
1983 Detsun 280ZX - Loaded, new turbo, 
tires, brakes. $4,500.833-8118 
Spinet Console Piano Bargain - Wanted: 
Responsfcle parly to make tow monthly 
payments on spinet console piano. Can be 
seen locally. Cal Mr. While at (800) 327-3345 
ext. 10. 
Moving Sale - Dryer, bedroom sets, 
lurniture. Cal lor details. 432-0625 
White Bedroom Set - $100 or best offer. Cal 
Laurie. 433-3886 for detais. 
Bicycle - Beach Cruiser. Good cone*ion. $30 
riegotiable. Must sell! 433-6379.  
2 Stained Matching Lofts - $60 for both. 
U-haul. Cal Tracy or Jayne. x5126. 
FredB302B.  
Loft - Good conduon. with shel. Only $30. 
Cal Michelle, X5948. 
Loft For -91 • t2 School Year - Includes 
bookshel & nightstand. In perfect condiionl 
$80. Price negotiable. Cal Juea at x7510. 
1986 Kawasaki Mnja (00 - Excelent shape. 
Fasti $2,100. Jason, 433-9577.  
1985 Ma 18 - 4 door, power package. 
90.000K+, $4,000. Jay, 433-9577. 
Yamaha 189 - Good condition. $300. Cal 
Kasoy, 433-6390.  
Mac SOS ♦ KP. Inkjet DetkwrHer ♦ 
Software - $2,200. 433-3717 
Loft Bed - $45. Great condfbn. Cal Laura, 
X59S2.  
Bkiestone Loft - Stained with ladder * 
shelves. Cal Jocely, x5861.  
For SaW 1973 Volkswagen Superbeetle. 
$1,100 negotiable. Cal Dorma. 434-5261. 
Rather Sal Than Howe - Sola, chair, vary 
cheap! Kalhy, 433-5902. 
ChaeoneterkMountemf^-Almoatnow. 
$200 negotiable. Cal Chris. 564-1569. 
HELP WANTED 
Summer Camp Jobs - Are avaiable at 
resident Girt Scout camp. I you enjoy 
children, this a the job tor youl We are locking 
tor unt leaders, unit counselors, pool staff, 
nature A crafts directors, cooks & kitchen 
workers & nurse. Camps are located in 
Bridgawater A Leesburg, Va. Pro-camp 
begins June 15, camp ends Aug. 12. For an 
application visit your Career Placement office 
or cal the Girl Scout Council of the Nation's 
Capital (202) 337-4300 or In MD « VA (800) 
523-7896. EOE 
A Fun Working Environment 
In expanding telemarketing firm. 
Flexible hours. 
Hourly + excellent commission 
for motivated & enthusiastic people! 
432-6263. 
Job* Avaiable For May/Summer Sessions 
- In the Warren Campus Center. Pk* up an 
application at the Information Desk A return 
by4/1i  
Summer Jobs - Work In Chartortesvie or 
Northern Va. wlh people your own age. 
Household goods moving or exterior 
houtJpaMing. Cal Student Services. (800) 
796 W31.  
Handymen Needed- For odd job repairs A 
mejntonance to an old home 2 blocks Irom 
campus. Do you have experience wah aght 
carpentry, paining, plumbing, ate? I ao. you 
can earn extra cash what scheduling your 
own hours. Cal Rob T.. day, (703) 528-3800 
or evening. (703) 642-8214. 
Summer Emp'oyirient At JMU - Summer 
positions available with grounds, 
housekeeping, building maintenance A 
moving crews. May 6 - Aug. 23. Must be 
available to work 40 hours/week, 730 am - 4 
pm, Monday - Friday. A Va. application is 
required A may be picked up in the foyer of 
Hilcrest House or at any VEC office. Submit 
applications to Employee Relations A 
Training. 2nd floor of Hilcrest House, by 5 
pm, Apr. 15. Applications (postmarked by Apr. 
15) may also be mailed to: Employee 
Relations A Training, JMU, Hamsonburg, Va. 
22807. Salary: $4.25/hr.; no state benefits. 
EOE/AA 
Jess' t Qua' Tavama 
summer A faH. 
- Now hiring tor 
Apply For Lawn Work, Painting, Houae 
cleaning, apt. renovation, ate. A.B. McHone 
Rentals, do James McHone Jewetety. Apply 
in person, good drkring record. Immediate 
work A through the summer. 
Lost - USMA 90 Black Wool Jacket 
Senlrnental value. Reward. Krishna. x5543. 
Lost - Ray Bam sunglasses In Education 
Building last Thursday. I need them back! No 
questions asked Reward! Cal Ji. 433-3666. 
Did You Find A Class Rhg? Please cal 
Patga. X72Q1.  
Feuad - Wafkman tope recorder in Education 
Butfng. Cal X6193 to give description of lam 
A claim I Asm it yours. 
Lost - Gold ring wth d-mond. Sentirnental 
value. Please call x4646. 
=Ui!_U_a: 
Horizon Sure Tea - la your professional 
tanning carter. Phone 434-1812 or stop by 
1106 Reservoir St. 
DJ Service - Any music, any place, qualty 
sound. Kent, 432-0950. 
TerrMe Typist - Reasonable, fast, accurate, 
near JMU. Cal 434-4332.  
I Irs Typing You Need Then Take Heed 
Jute can do it with gusto A spaed. Cheap 
word processing. 432 0549 
WANTED 
I - Non-smoking females for Hunters 
Ridge Townhouse. Cal Ladi. 434-0264. 
Females To Sublet - Hunters Ridge apt 
2/Mty or 4/summer. 434-9554  
- To share beautiful. 
spacious, quiet 2 BR Park Apt. Cal Chris, 
5644793 or 433-8099 (work). 
- 2 females lor Hunters Ridge 
Condo. Cal Laurie, 434-4420. 
7th Roomy - To share rockin' 7 BR house on 
OW South High. 6 social but serious students. 
Parties? Hal yeah! Bui we have priorities. 
$180/mo. Cal Rich, x4851 or JoeL X5452. 
Party to direct production of 
professional video. Resume to J.C.M, P.O. 
Box 1059, Harrisonburg, Va. 22801. 
Mountain Bate - Good comttton. Won't pay 
more than $100. 564-0366 
.. - For 4 BR, luly 
lurnished apt Free cable, double beds A 
more. Cal 432 0600. 
1 ill—all Te Share • ■ 
$13a7mo. ♦ BtMea. Rob, 584-1919. 
2 Fernet- Needed For Untoershy Place 
$18Qrmo. Cal 434-5389. 
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DM Cruee - The alumni 
are very proud 
Vest Far Vwr Okas Ohm • Tuesday. 
am - 5 pm, Gratort-StovaL 
, JMLTs popular show choir, 8*, 
Apr.20,1 r^, Music Btdg.B-71   Calx6393. 
10 
■m Bey TM» 
■nyHnw wlh AettaitehG tof $1601 
RnoiM kl NY TktM t L«Ti GoL AkMWl« 
(212) K4-2000. 
LMe to - Tturis tor batof eud> a good 
Insndrmsrjny things turned rwtirieesy they 
rjd. I «i MM tow you. Dorrl 
thatl Gorgeous 
JMU Arts iCrafti Festival 
Sat* rto* 11, Ml an-lass 
Mukkuturalart tor saleleaturing etoMng. 
jewelry, carvrtgs. tapestry. 
quM^BMkpiMing.pMcl«l. 
AMcanarHadi Amoral 
9ponto»d by JMU CONQ* Bowri 
EaswCareftctape-SendoiMtoairtond, 
onto    »    Orders    bastj    taken    In 
Anrhorry-SearjerlobbyorcallHCI.*«117. 
JMU Arts & Crafts Festival 
taL,«pr.1S,e*«ilMi 
MuN-cukural art tor nk Muring doming. 
jeerelry.Mrvinr* tapestry. 
qulS,Brd*pa«liog.p*wl»fl. 
Alrk» artifacts* morel 
3rjoneoredbyJMUC*l»9oBtr«l 
Luak - For al your hard 
work ssri Graak Stag. Your AXQ Skton 
tow you. 
AXQ - laft gal dorM "n Darbyl 
Jay, Devtd « Larry - Ba raady tor Darby 
Days! Here srecrirml Love, A*.  
Adoption - Happily married cnldkw ooupla 
a*h large, loving extended lamNy. Strong 
lamty values ft finmcial security. Seeking 
happy heakhy white or bi-racial baby. Cat ua 
rartod. MUiaal a Karan. (202) 886-1134. 
Adoption - Opan hearts, empty nursery. 
Happily marriad coupte wishes very much to 
adopt aMto Mart. Wo wii giva your baby a 
warm loving homa with strong lamky values & 
linancial security. Let us make this lime easier 
tor you. Strictly legal • confidential. Can 
collect. (804) 452-2062. 
Campus & Community 
Talk Show 
Speaking Of... 
Monday - Thursday, 7:30 pm 
Cable 52 
Veto Far Vow Ctoaa Officers - Tueeday, 10 
am - 5 pm. Grafton-Sloval. 
Lett led - $45. Graat condtton. Cal Laura. 
mm. 
EX.AIA, nKA - Tnanta for a great pertyl 
Ad)  
Studying Is Serious Busheea - At Park 
Aprs. we oder you a good quiet atudy 
arrvironrnert. Ask about our UHy Package. 
1*1 one oltM bast. 433-2621 EHO. 
Just DM »! See you at ATson Apr. 13th. 
MMaaarfcaaMdeiiialtoiwI Ctofc Lectures - 
Men.. Apr. 8. 8 pm, Highlands Room Ian 
Steedmsn, tobor arbitrator South Alrican 
apartheid system Wad, Apr. to. 8 pm. 
OwusuAr^.Gul War: Alrw Perspective. 
A4> - Congratulates Cindy Norman & 
Elizabeth Offenbach on Order of Omega. 
Veto For Your Ctoaa Offices - Tuesday, 10 
am - 5 pm. Grafton-StovaH. 
Erica Hawtoy - Congratulations on your 
acceptance to JMUI I am so proud of youl 
Love, Kirsten. 
AXQs Darby Days Coachoa Are Great! 
Thanks you guys! 
Senior CkaHenge Victory Party - 4 pm on 
Apr. 13 at JM*. 
HaaM^fcisssifctrjs, Door Prtass. food a 
Moral Apr. 10,10 am - 3 pm. PC Baaroom. 
i - ttomatki— you have to have 
quiet to coftod your thoughts. Al Park Apts.. 
wa want to koto you achieve that goal. Ask 
about our computer lab A free storage. 
433 2621. EHO. 
Do You Uke PM Ctosafc Rock? Than listen 
to WXJM, 88.7, JMU's student-run rado 
station, Monday - Saturday, 1 8 pm Playing 
the stuff you wart to hear. Requests or 
comments, »3425. 
fi 
Thurs.. Apr. 11, Valley Room 
locaust Awareness Day 
2 pm - Holocaust Survrvor lo speak 
5 pm - Remeorance Service 
(plus: actual 1m footage) 
Remember the Sient 
Remember the Hokxausl 
- Happ#y married couple unable to 
have children wants lo share a warm 4 loving 
home with an infant. Cal George A Barbara 
cutset (703) 573-7146.  
Find Out About ToM Wetness! Wed. Apr 
10.10 am - 3 pm. PC Baaroom. 
A4> - Congratulations on 3rd place in Graak 
Stogl Good tool  
Vest For Your Ctoaa Officers - Tuesday. 10 
am - 5 pm. Graft on-Stove* 
Need skit tar next year? fin sating my 
mourtakt bike, dresser, kweseat and 
sleeper-iota. Prices negotiable, cal Toby at 
432-0146 lor details. 
1990s Cfcarnpions - Wish all sororities good 
luck with LX Derby Days. AXO is not 
planning to give up the trophy! 
Muckes Grades zn Arnlgos - For going 
south ol the border! Love, A*. 
Women's Basketbel Managers Needed - 
For 1991 - 1992 school year. Please call 
Jeanina Reynolds, x6513. 
India Day at JMU 
Sun.. Apr. 14. PC Ballroom, 1-4 pm 
Events start at 2 pm. 
Events include: cultural booths, 
mock wedding, a fashion show, talk 
show, dancing & singing 
Worbwee Fakl Wed. Apr. 10,10 am - 3 pm. 
PC Ballroom. 
The Blueatone Yearbook - Is now accepting 
applications lor next year's staff. Pick up an 
application at the info desk. Completed 
applications are due Apr. 10. Send to PO Box 
L-258. 
Communicate! with Breeze classifieds 
You love him. 
It1 s her birthday. 
Someone did something great. 
Tell Ihewto personal. 
Classified ads are the best way to reach the most people. To place 
one, stop by The Breeze office, located in the basement of 
Anthony-Seeger. 
Cost is $2.50 for the first 10 words aM $2 for eadi additional 10 words. 
Example: 10 words = $2.50 
11 - 20 words = $4.50 
21 - 30 words = $6.50 
Classified deadline is noon Tuesday for Thursday 
issues or noon Friday for Monday issues 
Classified ads areaccepted on a pre-payment basis only and must be 
accompanied by your name and phone number. 




It's Fiesta Time At 
THE BEST PIZZA IN TOWN..HONEST! 
vKvKvivIvft your teeth into Mr. Gatti's delicious 
combination || fresh provolone cheese, spicy burger, bell pepper, 
fresh diced tomato, and cheddar cheesy. Jalapeno on request. 
V^|l7 Ibr a Medi^TjJVlVo llee jflM0^ 
^r   $9 #bfa l^arge, P\m Four FWi DPfciks 
3 WELL EAT FREE... 
A ONE TOPPING 
MEDIUM PIZZA, 
PLUS 2 FREE DRINKS 
Original or Pan Perfect 
$6.00 
No Coupon Necessary For Special 
A THREE TOPPING 
MEDIUM PIZZA, 
PLUS 2 FREE DRINKS 
Original or Pan Perfect 
$7.00 
No Coupon Necessary For Special 
Mr. Gatti's wants your suggestions, 
so we can serve you better. Just 
return the suggestion slip you'll 
find on Mr. Gatti's pizza boxes this 
week. You can drop it by when you 
come in for our "Fast Feast" Buffet, 
or you can send it with the driver 
of your next pizza. 
A drawing will be made Monday, 
April 15, of all entries received by 
closing on Sunday night 
And 3 lucky winners will receive 
coupons for 
FREE 3-TOPPING MEDIUM PIZZAS! 
This is just one way we want to say, 
THANKS FOR CALLING! 
433-0606 
A ONE TOPPING 
LARGE PIZZA, 
PLUS 4 FREE DRINKS 
Original Only 
$8.00 
No Coupon Necessary For Special 
A THREE TOPPING 
LARGE PIZZA, 
PLUS 4 FREE DRINKS 
OriginalOnly 
$9.00 
No Coupon Necessary For Special 
a 
